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ELMORE COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2017-2274 






Location: Elmore County District Court 
Judicial Officer: Baskin, Nancy 
Coleton Sessions Filed on: 08/21/2017 
Case Number History: 
CASE l:\F0RMATI0'.'i 
Offense Statute Deg Date 
Jurisdiction: County 
I. Controlled Substance-Manufacture or Deliver, l37-2732(a)(I) FEL 08/16/2016 
2. 
3. 
or Possess with Intent to Manufacture or 
Deliver 
Controlled Substance-Delivery 
Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With 
Intent to Use 
DATE 






l37-2732(a)(I) FEL 08/16/2016 
(B)-DEL 
l37-2734A( I) MIS 08/16/2016 
CASE ASSIGN:\'lE'.'iT 
Ii i tll , I 
. CR~2QI 7-2'f?4 _,
1 
, ,, ,- , , , 
, Elmore County DistrlGt Courtr 
_I2(t9/201.7 i , : ;1 [ l !ii., 
Baskin, Nancy 
Case Type: Criminal 














State of Idaho 
r, 
Sessions, Coleton I:,.; U ! ,. 
; II ,I 
i :1 I 1 1 ;1,: n: i· 
Evf!vrs .. 1:;; ORDERS O.F TIIE C<WRT ,., '. . 
'l!i Criminal Complaint 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Complaint Crtmina[ · · · ·· · 
New Case Filed - Felo,nr 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton _ 




Prosecutor ~s~gned i. 
1
,: , , ,. , 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Prosecutor assigned Elmore County Prosecuting Atty 
Summons Issued 
Party: Defendant Sessions. Coleton ---
Summons Issued Sessions, Coleton 
r, 
Hearing Scheduled 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Hearing s;hedJied (Arraignment 09/13/2017 09:00 AM) 
.: l 1 ! r,;? .J' 
[ I 
· · · · · Lead Attorneys 
. Elmore County Prosecutor 
li'l 1 '1: 




























ELMORE COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
., CAsE·'SuMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2017-2274 
Summons Issued 





Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Summons Returned Sessions, Coleton 
1IJ Return of Service 
1IJ Hearing Held 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
I ' 
Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on 09113/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
1IJ Application for Public Defender 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Application For Public Defender/financial Stathnehl' i 1'1 : I 
'I I i 1 I 
I ' 'I I . i f i ~ , 11 t f 
Order Appointing Public Defender . , . 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Cot~idb • : i ,' · ;! [' ' ; , , i ,I 
Defendant: Sessions, Coleton Order Appointing Public Defender Public defender Elmore 
County Public Defender > , • , n 
1IJ Order Appointing Public Defender 
Party: D~fendant Sessions, Coleton 
Order Appoi~ting Public Defender 
Hearing Scheduled' . 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coletoh 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary )Oi02/2017 04:00 PM) 
Arraignment (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Fleming, Theodore) 
Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on 09/13/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
. 'I 
1IJ Notice ,of Heari,ng, ,. 1 1' 1· 
1', fl 
1IJ Request for Discovery and Inspection 
,I I 
1INotice 1ofService. 'I• 
, , , , , ·1 r (, , 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Notice Of Service 
' I' i I 
.. : r 
• Notice of Service 
Party: Defendant Sessions. Coleton 
Notice Of Service 
, ,I, 
• Waiver of Speedy Trial · · 1 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Waiver Of Speedy Preliminary Examination 
•contin~e,1 (!El "f !. ,l\1 
Party: D~fendant Sessions, Coleton 
),',,j ;, 
Continu~4i (Prelimina,ry 101~0~20v 0!--09 if M) ponti,f!:u,ed ' I 
. '. ,, ·, r,; 1 ;• t'J '1J 'I 1i' 

















ELMORE COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
• CASE SUMMARY 
:c~sE No.1CR-20t 7 ... 2274 
'It Notice of Hearing 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Notice Of Hearing 
'It Response to Request for Discovery 
Party: Defendant Sessions, Coleton 
Response To State's Request For Discovery; Disclosure; and Alibi Demand 
'It Notice of Service 
1st Supplemental Response 
'It Preliminary Hearing (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Fleming, Theodore) 
Continued 
'It Notice of Service 
2nd Supplemental Response 
'It Waiver of Preliminary He;ring: ' 
.d 
'It Information Filed 
• I ,l j ,: i I I I 
'It Order Binding Defendant Over to District Court 
Order Holding Defendant toAnswe'r 
' I 
'II Arraignment - District Court ( 10:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Medema, Jonathan) 
Plea (Judicial Officer: Medema, Jonatlfan) 




2. Controlled Substance-Delivery 
Not Guilty !I I" 1 
TCN: : 
' 1, •· 1, ,,1 • .. l1 
3. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use 
Not tiuilty I 
TCN: :'' 
'It order 
Governing Further Criminal Proceedings and Notice of Trial Setting 
• Court Minutes i • 
11 Court Minutes 
I 
.,,I 
'It Motion to Suppress 
Motion to Suppress Evillence '' ; ' 
ti I i I, 
I . ~ I 
I ,, 
• Memorfillc\um In Support of Motion 
: :1 : 111,,:' 
I 






















ELMORE COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No.,CR-2017-2274 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress Evidence 
"II Pre-trial Conference (9:15 AM) (Judicial Officer: Baskin, Nancy) 
"II Court Minutes 
"II Objection 
Objection to Motion to Dismiss and/or Suppress and Memorandum of Points and Authorities 
in Support 
"II Notice of Service 
3rd Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery 
"II Witness List 
Witness List and Jury Instructions 
"II Court Minutes 
1 I.' 1'1 I 11 ,'I, I 111 ,·1 
"II Waiver of Speedy Trial 
,.r :, ,: 10:![ 'l'i l; i,I 
['.I Notice of /-Ieadng I ',J j '1( 111i 
CANCELED Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Baskh1, N~ncy) 
Vacated ' ,,, ' · 1 ' · · '•· ·' 1 ,: 1 • · ,: , ., 1 . 
['.I Motion Ito Suppress (9: 15 AM) (Judicial Officer: Baskin, Nancy) 
02120/2018 Continued to 03106/2018 - Cont - Illness or family emergency - Sessions, 
Coleton 
1,1 I 1 1 I ' I 
SNotice 
Notice of Filing of Additional Authority 
"IINotice , ·' 
Notice of Additional Authorities 
Case Taken,U11der A,!lvis~'Tlent 
"II Order I i 
Granting Motion to Suppress Evidence 
"II Notice ~f App~al 
Notice of ApP,eal, 
Appeal Filed in Supreme Court 
I 1 L 1 • 
11 j1, I I, 'j:;; '·, I '/,: 1 
'llJMotiQn,, .. , 1 11,.' 1',,,,, .. 
Motion/or Appointment of State Appellate Public Defender 











ELMORE COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
I CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2017-2274 
I : l: 1· · : '1t·r 
• Clerk's Certificate of Appeal 
• Reporter's Notice ofTranscript(s) Lodgi::d 
• Transcript Lodged 
• Appeal Cover/Title Page 
Certificate of Service 
j I,· I [ i 111 ;; 
; I; 
PAGE50F5 Printed on 09/10/2018 at 9:40 AM 
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DANIEL R. PAGE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No. 9019 
-
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















Case No. CR-2017-QOO 227'1 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 
j'Q~ 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this --f-0-- day of August 2017, Jessica Kuehn, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, who, being first 
duly sworn, complains and says: COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, on or about the 19th day of 
August 2016, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, then and there being, did then and there 
commit the crimes of MANUFACTURE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, Count I, a felony; 
DELIVERY OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, Count II, a felony; and POSSESSION OF 
DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, Count ill, a misdemeanor; said crimes being committed as follows, 
to-wit: 




MANUFACTURE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.C. § 37-2732(a)(l)(B) 
That the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, on or about the 19th day of August 
2016, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did knowingly manufacture marijuana, to-wit: by 
producing, preparing, compounding, converting or processing a controlled substance by means of 
either direct or indirct extraction, to-wit: Defendant extracted or attempted to extract THC from 
marijuana through the application of butane to said marijuana, in violation of LC. § 
37-2732(a)(l)(B). 
COUNT II 
DELIVERY OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.C. § 37-2732(a)(l)(B) 
That the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, on or about the 19th day of August 
2016, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did deliver marijuana, a schedule I non-narcotic 
controlled substance to Steven Miller, in violation of LC. § 37-2732(a)(l)(B). 
COUNT ill 
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA 
Misdemeanor, I.C. § 37-2734A 
That the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, on or about the 19th day of August 
2016, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did use or possess with intent to use, drug 
paraphernalia, to-wit: a plastic bond, metal grinder, metal smoking devices, glass smoking 
devices, digital scale, rubber screens, butane bottles, lighters, plastic syringe, rolling papers, pipe 
scrappers, razor blade, glass jars, and/or a glass bowl, used to manufacture, compound, convert, 
produce, process, prepare, test, analyze, pack, repack, store, contain, conceal, inject, ingest, 
inhale, or otherwise introduce into the human body a controlled substance, all in violation of LC 
§ 37-2734A. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
provided against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, 
be brought before the Court to be dealt with according to law. 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - Page 2 
9
. t<7fl--._ DATED This ___l_f2___ day of August 2017. 
DANIELR. PAGE 
UNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - Page 3 
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IN THE DIS1.0URT OF THE FOURTH JUDICJISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
) 
) 
~ Case No. Q(?_ -~OJ 1- {X[J&9]y 
Q}e~ ~SS(oY1 s i 
JUDGE 7heottore [ rfemfnp DATE ~J / ~ 20/1 TIME q;Q{)AIJ1 
_ __J~~~-L~~~::'.'.:._ __ ---A-NO. 3 ______________ NO. 5 
C Counsel for ------------
___;:_---..c..._-----=----;::__;:;.._ _ ____;'----=--~-~- NO. 4 ________________ NO. 6 
Counsel for ____________ _ 
I///////I/I///I//////////II//////II//////////I/I/I/II/////////////////II//II/III/I/ 
Time· I 
/ @1 I.Case Called, Advised of charges, penalties and rights 
I 
I Defendant ~esent ( ) Not Present ( ) FTA to Enter ( ) Warrant to Issue 
--1 
__ 14.Understands ( )Request P.D. ( )Will Hire Own ( )Request Continuance ( )Waives Attorney 
I 
I 3. ( ) No Obiection to Appointment of PD ( ) Obiects to Appointment of PD 
--1 
11.t\,tPn Appointed ~iect to Reimbursement ( ) PD Denied --, 
--I 4. Enters Plea of ( ) Not Guilty ( ) Guilty 
1 
11. ( )Plea Accepted ( )Plea not Accepted 
--1 
I 3. Comments on Bond and Custodial Status: 
--1 
I 4. Comments on Bond and Custodial Status: ---
1 
11. ( ) Judgment ( ) OR Release ( ) Remanded, Bond set at: $ 
--1 Cash or Surety 










--'=~===;:;------------------------------ARRAIGNMENT Revised 05/04/2017 
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- -
Verified (Sworn) Application for Public Defender 
(must be filled out completely- answer every question) 
I, the undersigned, hereby. certify, under penalty of perjury, that _the informatiQ~:~elow is __ 
·true and accurate to the best ofmy knowledge and belief. 
1. Name: -:_ u / -e 01 * 5.-~ S 0 n 5 
2. Address: i l 16 5'.b}--~cdc'fi'I Zcrty:.M/4., HC;I/¢?; 
3. · Phone Number: 2 e ~ ~ Sqo -- 2- 5 e S 
4. Date ofBirth: Io - ?,vi - I ctq ~ 
. 5. Marital Status: _5..._, ..... 't,,.____.q __ / <_-____ _ 
6. Nw;nber of Children: D- Number of Children living in my home: _Q_ Ages: _c_---__ 
7. Employer: /41uft-<flit?n Cfic:t:Se{O;,Wage/Salary: ___.,/_L~/,...;;o,....o~-_____ _ 
8. Public Assistance received each month (i.e. unemployment, work.man's compens.ation, 
food stamps, health coverage, any cash assistance, child care assistance) A/oh e 
9. Disability funds received (SSI, etc): ... M'"'""""----0::..;.-Jv<_. ___________ _ 
10; Do you receive monthly child support? /1,/orc-C If so, iiow much? _____ _ 
11. Savings Account(s): .. p, ~~ -c" r 1-::eak ~ I Current Balance(s): -b, cc, 
12. Checking Account(s): Pr ·e 1/1.-C -t!'r {;::-7:'cJ ere-/ Current Balanc~(s): o c, G 
13. RetirementAccount(s) cIRA, TSP, 401K, other): L/ tP( /{ CurrentBalance(s): 56{ _(PO 
14. Total cash (on person, at jail, at home, or an~here): f ·IO -
15. Firearms: Number:. .( Value: __ jQ.O 
16. Vehicles: Number: 1 ·Value:-=<{="""·..., -~✓=◊==c=e:>===::~~~~~~:~~~--~--:~ , D 
· 17. Recreatio~ Vehicles (ATV, Boat, Jet Ski, ... ): Number: ___ Value: ___ _ 
18. Last tax refund received (Year),t(ellc r How much? ____ _ 
19. House/Residence: Mortgage or Rent Monthly Amount: 7 5o 
Equity (if any) ____ Roommates: @or No 
20. Monthly food expense: 1 so O . · . . 
· 21. Total Monthly Utilities: (Gas/electric, water, trash, phone, TV, .. ): _<j;_7cx:5_· _  · ___ _ 
22. Monthly Insurance payments: .....:..$..;:;6;:;.. ___________ ..;._ __ _ 
23. Total monthly loan payments (Auto, credit cards, etc.):_· ....;j____;.o ________ _ 
24. Total monthly payments on other deb!9 (hospital, doctors, etc.): ...;:J;;;.i....;o;;...._ ___ _ 
25. Total monthly clothing expense: _J_>"" CJ-.1--'-----· _________ _ 
26. Monthly child support paid by you: __,,~,........=.e) _________ ____;. ___ _ 
27. Any other monthly expenses: 0 __ ,........ _________ ---,-_______ _ 
I hereby certify ( or declare) under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of 
ldaho
0
that the foregoing is true and correct~~ 





Feh Judicial District Court, State of I. 
In and For the County of Elmore 
150 South 4th East, Suite #5 




212 D Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Defendant. 
   
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
' J ,, -















ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of Coleton Sessions, and it appearing to be a proper case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that an attorney be appointed through the: 
Public Defender's Office 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Public Defender for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is 
hereby appointed to represent said Defendant, Coleton Sessions, in all proceedings in the above entitled case. 
The Defendant is further advised that he/she may be required to reimburse the Court for all or part of the cost 
of court appointed counsel. -/1::__,/! ( 







Order Appointing Public Defender DOC30 10/88 
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IN THE DISTRI~OURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICI~ISTRICT OF THE 
STATE O~AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT~ ELMORE 
) 
) 
~ Case No. Q&.-c:JrJ/1-{l)()fJ:l?L/ 
) 
~,, dess,u:n s ) 
JUDGE Tfieodore Z: rleminp DATE ~, ~ 20 /7 TIMElf-:{)()f).tn. . I 
CLERK X. atfin PEOFCACTION R~~ k}e~ 
COURTROOM_--=--A-=-------',~----=------------J ______ ---'-V __ _ 
/l!!J///////l////l/////////!I/ ///l!//l!/l/l///l//l///l/!////!//l///////l!////l!//!l//!l//l///l//!l//!/1, 
~~~NO. 3. __________ NO._5 
Couns~ 'P[aintiff!'Prosecutor Jvt.Jfl(j): Counsel for _____________ _ 
Cou.::I: ~~ NO.__±_,_ Counsel for N0._6_ 
////!ll/lll!//l////l!/ll/!!l//////l///!l///!!l//////////////l/!//ll///l/!!l///l/////////ll////!I//I// !!/!/ 
Time I 
4: ?;f../11. Case called 






__ 1 ____ ~.L.:..J,~~~~~~+.!-~~:::::::~1--------L~~~~~~_:_·~• ----
\ 
__ 1 ______ ~~~--"'--_;._-~~----~--------''----------11---....,_____ ___ _ 
L/-;37 
COURT MINUTES - HEARING Revised 8/08/2016 
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• -
Fourth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Elmore 













zn17 nr~·.· . 
V .• , '"J 
r•:·-r-.: ... I/ ,_ 
Case No: CR-2017-0002274- r· L'.,i.. 
WAIVER OF SPEEDY 
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 
I, Coleton Sessions, hereby waive my right to a preliminary hearing within 14 
days of my initial appearance, ifl am in custody, or within 21 days ifl am not in custody. 
By signing this document I am not waiving my right to the actual preliminary hearing or 
any other rights that I am entitled to under the United States Constitution or the Idaho 
Constitution. 




W AIYER OF SPEEDY PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 
COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE





JUDGE: Fleming, Theodore DATE: October 20, 2017
CLERK: Krisann Gatlin LOCATION: 
HEARING TYPE: Preliminary Hearing COURT REPORTER:  
INTERPRETER: 
Parties Present:
State of Idaho  Attorney:  Elmore County Prosecutor
Coleton Sessions  Attorney:  Elmore County Public Defender
Hearing Start Time: 3:24 PM
Journal Entries: 
- 3:24
Case called, parties present
Defendant is out of custody
3 Shondi Lott, ECPA
4 Terry Ratliff, ECPD
Time set for PReliminary Hearing
4 In order to preserve an offer from the State, the Defendant will waive Preliminary Hearing
1 Defendant advised of rights when waiving preliminary hearing
4a Understands; Signs Waiver of Preliminary Hearing
1 Court accepts waiver of Preliminary Hearing.
  The Defendant is bound over to District Court to answer to charges
  Set for Arraignment in the District Court
Hearing End Time: 03:27 PM
Exhibits: 
Filed: November 17, 2017 at 4:53 PM.
Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County
By: Krisann Gatlin  Deputy Clerk
15
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Fourth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Elmore 




212 D Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Defendant. 
   
150 South 4th East, Suite #5 2017 OCT 20 PH 3: s·: 













u,'.. . . ·• · , ..:.c.LE 
CLER/{ G.: -,-;;E COURT 
DEP~ 
Case No: CR-2017-0002274 
WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY 
EXAMINATION 
Being aware of the fact that a preliminary examination is a Court hearing to determine if a crime 
has been committed and whether there is probable cause to believe that I committed such crime, and being 
fully aware of my right to have such a preliminary examination upon the pending criminal charge of 
Controlled Substance-Manufacture or Deliver, or Possess with Intent to Manufacture or Deliver 
Controlled Substance-Delivery , a felony, now lodged against me, it is my desire to and I do hereby 
waive my right to such preliminary examination. No promises or threats have been made to me nor is any 
pressure of any kind been used against me to encourage the signing of this Waiver. 
-it 
Dated this 2JY' day of t,~/)CI<., , 2017, at ::J :;>s o'clock -fl_.m. 
C sro· ' , I , :,, 
Magistrate ~~J= 
WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY EXAM INATION 
Signed: 10/30/2017 11:45 AM
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DANIEL R. PAGE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No. 9019 
FILED 
Fourth Judicial District 
Elmore County 
Date / Time: 
B : 
BARBARA STEELE 
ELMORE OUNTY CLERK 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 














Case No. CR-2017-0002274 
INFORMATION 
Shondi K. Lott, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of 
Idaho, who, in the name of and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper 
person, comes now before the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Elmore, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that the 
Defendant is accused by this Information of the crimes of MANUFACTURE OF 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, Count I, a felony; DELIVERY OF CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE, Count II, a felony; and POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, Count m, 
a misdemeanor; said crimes was/were committed as follows: 
INFORMATION - Page I 
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney
Elmore County Public Defender all via email
Signed: 10/30/2017 11:48 AM
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COUNT I 
MANUFACTURE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.C. § 37-2732(a)(l)(B) 
That the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, on or about the 19th day of August 
2016, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did knowingly manufacture marijuana, to-wit: by 
producing, preparing, compounding, converting or processing a controlled substance by means of 
either direct or indirct extraction, to-wit: Defendant extracted or attempted to extract THC from 
marijuana through the application of butane to said marijuana, in violation of I.C. § 
37-2732(a)( I )(B). 
COUNTII 
DELIVERY OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, J.C. § 37-2732(a)(l)(B) 
That the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, on or about the 19th day of August 
2016, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did deliver marijuana, a schedule I non-narcotic 
controlled substance to Steven Miller, in violation of I.C. § 37-2732(a)(l)(B). 
COUNTill 
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA 
Misdemeanor, I.C. § 37-2734A 
That the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, on or about the 19th day of August 
2016, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did use or possess with intent to use, drug 
paraphernalia, to-wit: a plastic bond, metal grinder, metal smoking devices, glass smoking 
devices, digital scale, rubber screens, butane bottles, lighters, plastic syringe, rolling papers, pipe 
scrappers, razor blade, glass jars, and/or a glass bowl, used to manufacture, compound, convert, 
produce, process, prepare, test, analyze, pack, repack, store, contain, conceal, inject, ingest, 
inhale, or otherwise introduce into the human body a controlled substance, all in violation of I.C 
§ 37-2734A. 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
DATED This Z3 day of October 2017. 
DANIEL R. PAGE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
· . Lott, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
INFORMATION - Page 2 
Copies to: _______ _ 
Date: ___ Clerk:~ 
Signed: 10/30/2017 11:43 AM
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DANIEL R. PAGE 
FILED 
Fourth Judicial District 
Elmore County 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East Date I Time: 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
l.S.B. No 9019 
B : 
BARBARA STEELE 
ELMORE OUNTY CLERK 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 














Case No. CR-2017-0002274 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT 
TO ANSWER 
ON THE 20th day of October 2017, at the hour of 3:00pm, the Defendant appeared 
before the undersigned Magistrate with Terry S. Ratliff, Attorney at Law, his attorney of record, 
this being the time and place set for the preliminary examination herein. The State of Idaho was 
represented by Shondi K. Lott, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, 
State of Idaho. The Defendant waived the reading of the Complaint on file herein. The 
Defendant was advised of the right to a preliminary examination, the nature of which was 
explained to the Defendant. The Defendant thereupon waived his preliminary examination. 
The Court, being fully advised in the premises, finds that the felony crimes of 
MANUFACTURE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, Count I, a felony; DELIVERY OF 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, Count II, a felony; and POSSESSION OF DRUG 
PARAPHERNALIA, Count ill, a misdemeanor; as set forth in the Information on file herein, 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER - Page 1 
Signed: 10/27/2017 04:46 PM
27
Elmore Co Prosecuting Attorney
Elmore Co Public Defender all via Email
Signed: 10/30/2017 11:45 AM
20
have been committed in Elmore County, State of Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant committed said felony crimes. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Defendant be and hereby is held to answer to 
the felony and companion misdemeanor charges, if any, as set forth in the Information on file 
herein, before a District Judge in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That Defendant's bond remain as previously set. 
DATED This day of October 2017. 
Copies to: _______ _ 
Date: ___ Clerk: ~~ 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER - Page 2 
COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE





JUDGE: Medema, Jonathan DATE: November 13, 2017
CLERK: Heather Furst LOCATION: Main
HEARING TYPE: Arraignment - District Court COURT REPORTER:  Sue Heronemus
Parties Present:
State of Idaho  Attorney:  Shondi Lott, Elmore County Prosecutor
Coleton Sessions  Attorney:  Rachel Hamilton, Elmore County Public Defender
Hearing Start Time: 10:33 AM
Journal Entries: 
- Rights as a group: 10:31   10:33
Court calls case at time noted above, confirms the true and correct name of defendant, who is 
also present personally.  (OR) 
Defendant and Counsel have received a copy of the Information filed by the State and have 
reviewed the charges contained therein.   A formal reading of the information is waived by the 
defendant at this time.  
The Court reviews the nature of the charges, maximum penalties and plea options. 
Charged with:
Manufacture of Controlled Substance
Possession of Drug Paraphernalia
The Defendant enters a plea of not guilty to all charges.
The Court schedules the following: 
With Judge Baskin:
Jury Trial on Feb. 22, 2018 at 9:00 a.m. for 2 days
Pre trial conference   Jan. 29 at 9:15 
Compliance date for discovery by close of business on:  Jan. 6, 2018
Hearing End Time: 10:37 AM
Filed: November 14, 2017 at 10:44 AM.
Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County
By: Heather Furst  Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
FILED 1t-10,tJ AT._a_M 
BARBARA STEELE (Ji CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY '1'1111.M- , Deputy Clerk 










CaseNo. CR- i?2PJ7 ·-rJ~7'-/ 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER 
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
Defendant. ) ------------======------





Compliance date for discovery is set on or before _____ __.,,_,...--l ..... R1....,.._...,6__,_ __ _,, 20 }Li_. 
Status conference will be held on 20 - at ---------- :=:-i,.m. wherein 
defendant(s) must be personally present in court. 
Pretrial conference will be held on hA . d7 . 20Lf_ at m-LJ.m. wherein 
defendant(s) must be personally present in coti'rt. 
Jury trial will be held on ?,-_ 6 ciol , 20 IB at __q_a.m. and shall be scheduled for + days. The order of the ju~nel will be drawn by lot the afternoon before the day of trial in 
cnambers. Counsel may be present for the drawing of the names. 
(5) Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Rule 25(a)(6), I.C.R. that an alternate judge may be assigned to 
preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G.D. Carey Hon. W.H. Woodland Hon. Dennis Goff Hon. Cheri Copsey 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. Hon. James Judd Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Renee Hoff Hon. Gerald Schroeder Hon. Kathryn Sticklen 
Hon. Darla Williamson Hon. Ronald Wilper Hon. James Morfitt 
ALL SITTING FOURTH DISTRICT JUDGES 
(6) Defendant shall file all pretrial motions governed by Rule 12 of the Idaho Criminal Rules no 
later than fourteen 04) days after the compliance date set for discovery or otherwise show 
good cause, upon formal motion, why such time limits should be extended. All such motions 
must be brought on for hearing within fourteen (14) days after filing or forty-eight (48) hours before 
trial, whichever is earlier. All motions in limine shall be in writing and filed no later than five (5) 
days prior to the pretrial conference. All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be accompanied by a 
brief setting forth the factual basis and legal basis for the suppression of evidence. 
/ l'f,.IS so ORDERED this / Yday of fib 4) 20 n 
DeTen~~:~: ---~
District Judge 
cc: Hand delivered to Defendant and Counsel 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
TERRY S. RATLIFF, ISB: 3598 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD.  
290 South Second East  
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 




Attorney for Defendant 
 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE  
 
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
 Plaintiff, 
vs, 












Case No. CR-2017-0002274 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
  COMES NOW TERRY S. RATLIFF of the firm Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and on 
behalf of the above-named defendant and pursuant to the 4th Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution, Article I, Section 17, of the Idaho Constitution, and Idaho Rule of Criminal 
Procedure 12(b), moves this Court to issue an order suppressing evidence based on police 
officer’s warrantless entry into Coleton Sessions’ home. Said entry violated his rights against 





Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County
Barbara Steele, Clerk of the Court
By: Hope Ruiz, Deputy Clerk
23
unreasonable searches and seizures protected under both the United States Constitution and the 
Constitution of the State of Idaho.    
 In this case, officers received information regarding the defendant selling marijuana from 
information provided by an informant, after the informant was hospitalized.  After receiving this 
information, Detective Ogaard, Officer Smith, and Officer Hurley went to the location where the 
informant had told officers the defendant lived, knocked on the door of the residence without 
announcing their presence, and when Summer Gates, an occupant of the residence, opened the 
door, smelled marijuana and determined that the officers had probable cause to enter the home.  
 However, when the three officers knocked on the defendant’s door, the officers did not 
identify themselves under the knock and announce requirements prior to Ms. Gates opening the 
door, and there were no exigent circumstances that could have eliminated the need to announce 
who they were at the time of the initial interaction with the occupant in Mr. Sessions’ home.  
 As such, the probable cause the officers relied on to enter into the home was in violation 
of the defendant’s Fourth Amendment and Idaho Constitutional rights, and, as such, the evidence 
seized as a result of this unlawful search should be suppressed.   
 An evidentiary hearing is requested.   
  DATED this 8th day of January, 2018. 
      RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
         
      By                                      
           TERRY S. RATLIFF, of the firm  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this 8th day of January 2018 served a copy of the within 
and forgoing MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE to:
Shondi Lott  By:    _____ Hand Delivery  
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY  
          _____ Email: efile@elmorecounty.org  
          _____ Facsimile Transmission  
190 South 4th East   
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647  
Telephone:  (208) 587-2144  
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TERRY S. RATLIFF, ISB: 3598 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD.  
290 South Second East  
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile:  (208) 587-6940 
Eservice: ratliff@ratlifflawoffice.com 
Email: terry@ratlifflawoffice.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE  
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
 Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-2017-0002274 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
 COMES NOW TERRY S. RATLIFF of the firm Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and submits 
this Memorandum in Support of the Motion to Suppress filed herein.   
FACTS:  
 On August 19, 2016, Sergeant Smith, Officer Hurley, and Detective Ogaard of the 
Mountain Home Police Department responded to a report of an individual in the hospital 
emergency room, who had been found to be laying under a street light, stating that he could not 
feel his legs.  This individual was identified as Steven Miller. Mr. Miller had notified both police 
Electronically Filed
1/8/2018 10:21 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County
Barbara Steele, Clerk of the Court
By: Hope Ruiz, Deputy Clerk
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE- Page 1
26
and emergency room employees that he was smoking marijuana previously at a friend’s house, 
was driving home, when he felt funny and stopped the car, got out, called his wife, and was 
transported to the emergency room.   
 When the officers were speaking with Mr. Miller, he stated that he had received the 
marijuana from someone named Coleton, but was unsure what his last name was.  The officers 
further probed to get more information about the suspect by asking for Coleton’s last name and 
other information.  Mr. Miller provided the officers with a detailed explanation of where the 
individual who had given him the marijuana resided.  When Mr. Miller stated that someone 
named Coleton was the individual who gave him the marijuana, one officer asked if it was 
Coleton Sessions, to which Mr. Miller stated he was unsure of the individual’s last name.   
 The officers determined, while at the hospital, that they did not have enough information 
to obtain a search warrant of the house where Mr. Sessions’ was present. The officers decided 
that they were simply going to question Coleton Sessions at his home, regarding Mr. Miller’s 
allegations that Coleton was the individual who sold Mr. Miller the marijuana.   
 After speaking with Mr. Miller at the emergency room, the officers went to the location 
Mr. Miller had described to them to further investigate. The officers did so without a warrant as 
they stated that they did not have enough evidence to obtain a warrant.  The officers, who 
knocked on Coleton’s door, did not announce they were officers and Detective Ogaard was in 
plain clothes at the time of the interaction.  An individual by the name of Summer Gates 
answered the door of the home when the officers knocked, but did not give them permission to 
enter.   
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 The officers smelled the odor of marijuana and advised Ms. Gates that was probable 
cause to enter the home and conduct a search.  During this time, the officers asked where 
Coleton was, and Ms. Gates advised the officers that he was sleeping in another room of the 
home to which the officers asked for her to go and wake him up.  While in the home, the officers 
saw several paraphernalia items in plain view on the table in the home.  When speaking with the 
officers, Coleton provided all locations where marijuana or paraphernalia was located.  After the 
officers confiscated the marijuana and paraphernalia, Coleton was cited with the crimes of 
manufacture of controlled substance, delivery of controlled substance, and possession of 
paraphernalia.   
ARGUMENT:  
 All evidence obtained resulting from the police officer’s entry into Coleton’s home 
should be suppressed due to the warrantless entry into his home.   
 The Fourth Amendment of the United States constitution provides individuals the right to 
be secure in their homes, papers, and effects from unreasonable searches and seizures.  U.S. 
Const. Amend IV.  This protection is extended to the states by way of the Fourteenth 
Amendment.  Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 655 (1961).  However, evidence obtained in violation 
of the Fourth Amendment is subject to the exclusionary rule that requires the evidence obtained 
to be excluded from trial.  State v. Cohagan, 2017 Ida. LEXIS 250, 5.   
 Traditionally, police officers must knock and announce their presence when approaching 
a home to speak with an individual regarding a criminal matter.  Additionally, there are instances 
where the exclusionary rule would not exclude evidence obtained by police officers and one such 
exception is exigent circumstances.  State v. Rauch, 99 Idaho 586 at 589 (1978).  Exigent 
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circumstances exist where there is a fear that evidence may be destroyed should officers 
announce their presence or where there is a fear for the officer’s safety should the knock and 
announce be complied with. Id. at 590.  The exigent circumstances rule applies where the police 
do not gain entry to residence by means of threatened or actual violation of the Fourth 
Amendment.  Kentucky v. King, 563 U.S. 452 (2011).  This requires the officers to not create the 
exigency.  Id. at 462.  However, King illustrates a situation where the police officers knocked on 
the defendant’s door and announced themselves by saying “This is the police,” or “Police, 
Police, Police.”  Id. at 456.  When determining whether there are exigent circumstances in a 
knock and announce situation, exigent circumstances may exist where the defendant is believed 
to be armed, when evidence may be easily destroyed, risk of the defendant escaping, or instances 
where the defendant has engaged in furtive conduct.  Rauch at 591.   
  In this matter, Coleton was in the back room sleeping when the police officers 
approached his home to conduct a “knock and talk” regarding the information Mr. Miller 
provided the officers at the hospital.  When the police approached the home, they were  not 
armed with a warrant, they knocked on the door and did not announce who they were.  After two 
knocks, Summer Gates opened the door and the officers then determined that they had probable 
cause due to the smell of marijuana that emanated from the home.   
 However, prior to Summer opening the door, the officers had no indication that the 
occupants of the home were making any attempts to destroy the evidence.  Additionally, there 
was no indication that Coleton was making an attempt to escape from the home, as he was in his 
bedroom sleeping at the time, according to Summer Gates.  Finally, as the occupants of the home 
appeared to be going to bed or sleeping at the time of the officer’s entry, there is also no 
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indication that the individuals were engaged in furtive conduct to justify the officers not 
complying with the knock and announce rule.  
 As such, there are no facts that demonstrate exigency justifying the officers not 
complying with this statute.  The officers were merely going to speak with Coleton regarding the 
information provided to them by Mr. Miller, and even stated when speaking at the hospital that 
they did not have enough information to procure a warrant.  As such, the evidence obtained by 
the officers as a result of this interaction with Coleton should be suppressed as they violate the 
Fourth Amendment, and no exigent circumstances existed to allow the officers to enter the home 
without a warrant.   
CONCLUSION:  
 For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Coleton Sessions respectfully requests this Court suppress 
all evidence obtained as a result of the entry and search of the residence as it was violation of his 
rights protected by the Idaho and United States’ Constitutions.   
 DATED this 8th day of December, 2017. 
      RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
         
      By                                      
           TERRY S. RATLIFF, of the firm  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this 8th day of December 2017 served a copy of the within 
and forgoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
to:  
 
Shondi Lott  
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY  
190 South 4th East  
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone:  (208) 587-2144 
Facsimile:  (208) 587-2147 
 
By:    _____ Hand Delivery  
          _____ Email: efile@elmorecounty.org  
          _____ Facsimile Transmission  
 
 
      
 RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
      
  
      
 By                                    
      
      TERRY S. RATLIFF, of the firm 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE- Page 6  
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COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE





JUDGE: Baskin, Nancy DATE: January 29, 2018
CLERK: Heather Furst LOCATION: Main
HEARING TYPE: Pre-trial Conference COURT REPORTER:  Angie Messenger
Parties Present:
State of Idaho  Attorney: Lee Fisher for Shondi Lott, Elmore County 
Prosecutor
Coleton Sessions  Attorney: Terry Ratliff, Elmore County Public Defender
Hearing Start Time: 9:13 AM
Journal Entries: 
Court calls case at time noted above,  Confirms the true and correct name of the defendant, 
who is also present personally (OR)
Pretrial conference   Matter scheduled for trial to commence:  February 22, 2018 at 9:00 
Motion to Suppress was filed on January 8; No response has been filed by the State 
Court set Feb. 20, 2018 at 1:30 p.m. for the Motion to Suppress; there will be two 
witnesses; maybe 1
State needs to be response on or before 2/13; Defense to file by 2/16
State advised the case will remain set for trial.
Discovery has been complied with.
Time to file motions in limine has passed; defense may bring some up during trial.  Court 
directed counsel to see Order Governing proceedings. That says they be filed 5 days prior to 
pretrial conference.  
Witness and exhibit lists be disclosed and jury instructions and proposed verdict one week prior.
50 jurors to be pulled.
Hearing End Time: 09:20 AM
Filed: January 30, 2018 at 2:32 PM.
Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County
By: Heather Furst  Deputy Clerk
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ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147
I.S.B. No. 9019
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE




vs. ) OBJECTION TO MOTION
TO DISMISS AND/OR SUPPRESS
COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, ) AND MEMORANDUM OF POINTS
AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
Defendant. )
COMES NOW, The State of Idaho, by and through Shondi K. Loll, Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney and hereby objects to Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss and/or Suppress.
BACKGROUND
Defendant is charged with Manufacture of a Controlled Substance, a felony; Delivery of
a Controlled Substance, a felony; and Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a misdemeanor.
FACTS
The following are taken from police reports, audio, and video in this matter and/or is
expected law enforcement testimony at the hearing on this matter.
On or about August 19, 2016, law enforcement responded to a call for assistance regarding
a man who reported that he had very recently consumed marijuana at the home of Coleton Sessions
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND/OR SUPPRESS - Page I
Electronically Filed
2/13/2018 4:26 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County
Barbara Steele, Clerk of the Court
By: Hope Ruiz, Deputy Clerk
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and purchased some marijuana from him. He had a small bag of a substance that law enforcement
recognized to be marijuana, in his pocket. The reporting party also stated that he had just left
Sessions’ home and, on his way home, suddenly began to lose the use of his legs. Similar accounts
from at least two other hospitalized people were also being investigated that day. Law enforcement
got directions to the home where the potentially poisoned marijuana was located and went to the
home to perform a “knock and talk.”
When officers arrived at Mr. Sessions’ home, a female opened the door. Officers asked to
speak to Mr. Sessions. Officers noted a strong odor of both burnt and unburnt marijuana coming
from the open door of the home. Mr. Sessions did not come to the door, and law enforcement did
not know whether anyone was currently smoking the potentially poisonous marijuana or how many
people were actually in the home. Law enforcement inquired as to whether there were any guns in
the home. The female initially said “no,” then quickly changed her answer to “there might be.”
Law enforcement entered the home to secure the marijuana from further consumption and check
on the people who were inside the residence. Once inside, they immediately saw a table with
marijuana and a large number of paraphernalia items on it. The table was also covered in numerous
items known to law enforcement to make the marijuana substance known as “dab.”
Mr. Sessions admitted that the marijuana was his and that he was sharing it with the others
in the home. Breanna Seeley and Summer Gates were also in the home at this time. Mr. Sessions
then showed Officers Ogaard and Smith more items of contraband in the home. The marijuana and
contraband were seized and taken into evidence. There was also alcohol in the home that was
dumped down the sink hecause no occupant of the home was 21 or over.
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND/OR SUPPRESS - Page 2
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Mr. Sessions was charged with manufacture of a controlled substance, delivery of a
controlled substance, and possession of paraphernaLia. Ms. Seeley and Ms. Gates were charged
with frequenting a place where controlled substances are known to be located. Attorney for Mr.
Sessions filed a Motion to Suppress the Evidence in this matter alleging that the Officers had no
warrant to enter and search the home, that there was no exigency or other exception to the warrant
requirement that justified such entry, and that law enforcement violated the “knock and announce”
rule. The State contends that the potential for destruction of the evidence and an emergency
exigency apply and, thus, validate their warrantless entry into the home to seize the marijuana.
Further, the “knock and announce” rule does not apply, as the door was open and the officers were
not there to serve a warrant.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
1. Whether the danger of destruction of evidence when law enforcement personnel do not
know how many people are in a home, nor where the evidence is, creates an exigency that
justifies warrantless entry into the home.
2. Whether officers are relieved of the warrant requirement under either an emergency
exigency when drugs suspected to be poisonous are being consumed in a home by people
who are Likely unaware of the danger.
3. Whether officers had, andlor violated, a duty to “knock and announce” their presence.
LAW AND ARGUMENT
1. The smell of burning and burnt marijuana coming from the home indicated that there were
likely others smoking the tainted marijuana in the home and, thus, were in potential danger of
immediate harm.
An emergency exigency established that Officers had a duty to immediately seize the drugs
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND/OR SUPPRESS - Page 3
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which were making people sick to avoid further harm to the occupants of the home. The ultimate
question as to warrantless searches is whether the search was reasonable under the circumstances,
creating multiple exceptions to the warrant requirement. Brigham City, Utah v. Stuart, 547 U.s.
398, 400, 126 S. Ct. 1943, 1945, 164 L. Ed. 2d 650(2006). Law enforcement personnel “may enter
a home without a warrant when they have an objectively reasonable basis for believing that an
occupant is seriously injured or imminently threatened with such injury. Id, emphasis added.
Put another way, “One exigency obviating the requirement of a warrant is the need to assist persons
who are seriously injured or threatened with such injury.” Id, at 403. In Brigham City, the Court
held that the officers’ entry into a home was “plainly reasonable” when there was ongoing violence
occurring within the home, though no one appeared to be grievously injured. Here, officers had
information that people who reported recently smoking marijuana, were ill to the point of
hospitalization and paralysis. Law enforcement had multiple reports of possibly poisoned
marijuana in Elmore County. They had Coleton Sessions’ name. They had a description of his
home and vehicle, which was parked outside. They had the strong odor of unburni marijuana
emanating from the open door of the home. They had the strong odor of burnt marijuana as well,
indicating that someone was, or had recently, smoked marijuana in the home. Because the original
party who reported paralysis in this case had specifically informed officers that he smoked at, and
purchased marijuana from Sessions’ house, officers reasonably believed not only that there was
an illegal substance being consumed in the home, but that the substance was much more dangerous
than those consuming it would normally expect. Officers, considering all of these facts, reasonably
entered the home to immediately stop further consumption of the dangerous substance, as it would
have taken several hours to secure a search warrant.
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND/OR SUPPRESS - Page 4
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2. The smell of burning and burnt marijuana coming from the home indicated that evidence
relevant to the current investigation was being, or was likely to. be destroyed.
Detective Ogaard’s concern that evidence may be destroyed was reasonable under the
circumstances, creating an exigency that exempted law enforcement from the requirement of a
search warrant. Although warrantless searches of a home are inherently unreasonable, it is well
settled that exigent circumstances, “including the need to prevent the destruction of evidence
permit police officers to conduct an otherwise permissible search without first obtaining a
warrant.” Kentucky v. King, 563 U.S. 452, 455, 131 S. Ct. 1849, 1854, 179 L. Ed. 2d 865 (2011).
In Kentucky i’. King, law enforcement knocked on the door of an apartment and could smell
marijuana coining from the other side of the door. itt When law enforcement heard noises that led
them to believe the evidence may be destroyed, they entered the home immediately. Id. Similarly,
here, law enforcement had reason to believe that the people in the home, of unknown number and
location, might destroy evidence before the property could be secured and a warrant obtained. Law
enforcement had been told that at least one person was asleep in a bedroom and did not know
where the drugs were located. Once law enforcement was one step in the home, they immediately
saw a large quantity of paraphernalia and some marijuana. Thus, they had objective concerns
which gave them ample reason to go into the home and secure the evidence before it could be
destroyed.
3. Law enforcement did not have an obli2ation to further “knock and announce” their
presence once the door was open and their identity as law enforcement was known.
First, the knock and announce rule applies to officers executing search warrants. See 18
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U.S.C. § 3109. Here, the State does not contend that a search warrant existed and, thus the rule is
inapplicable to the case at hand. However, assuming, arguendo, that the Court considered the rule
to apply here, the State offers as follows:
The knock and announce rule provides the “requirement of prior notice of authority and
purpose before forcing entry into a home United States v. Nolan, 718 F.2d 589, 600 (3d Cir.
1983). This rule exists to reduce probability of injury to law enforcement officers who may be
mistaken for intruders absent such announcement. Id. Law enforcement must state their presence
and authority when entering a dwelling, but are not limited to using any certain language or actions.
In fact, the focus “is properly not on what ‘magic words’ are spoken by the police,” or whether the
police rang the doorbell, “but rather on how these words and other actions of the police will be
perceived by the occupant.” United States i’. One Parcel of Real Property, 873 F.2d 7, 9 (1st
Cir.1989). Quoted in United States v. Spikes, 158 F.3d 913, 925 (6th Cir. 1998). There are also
multiple exceptions to the rule, such as when a “no knock” entry is allowed by the warrant, or
when people in the dwelling already know of law enforcement’s presence. United States v. Bates,
84 F.3d 790, 794 (6th Cir. 1996).
Further, the interests intended to be protected by this rule were met in this case. Those
interests include: “(I) the reduction of potential for violence to both the police officer and the
occupants of the house into which entry is sought; (2) the needless destruction of private property;
and (3) a recognition of the individuaL’s right to privacy in his [or her] house.” See, e.g., United
States v. Brown, 52 F.3d 415, 421 (2d Cir.l995), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 1068, 116 S.Ct. 754, 133
L.Ed.2d 701 (1996). Quoted by United States v Bates, 84 F.3d 790, 794 (6th Cir. 1996). Here, the
entrance was through an already-open front door with one of the occupants standing nearby. Thus,
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there was absolutely no property damage and very little danger to officers as they entered the
home. While Defendant has a right to privacy in his home, the exigency of tainted drugs
necessitated a faster intervention than would have been possible if officers had sought a warrant
first. Detective Ogaard initially approached the door in plain clothes. There are at least two fully
uniformed officers nearby, Sergeant Smith and Officer Hurley. After Summer Gates opens the
door, but well before Law enforcement’s entry into the home, she is aware that the people at the
door are law enforcement. Once Detective Ogaard smells marijuana, the other officers (in uniform)
approach the door to assist.
CONCLUSION
Law enforcement had concerns that the marijuana being consumed in the home was
significantly more dangerous than a user would generally expect. Further, they had concerns that
the evidence may be destroyed if they took time to secure the residence, with an unknown amount
of people inside, at night when obtaining a warrant is often time consuming. Both of those concerns
create an exigency, alleviating the officers from the warrant requirement. As such, the State
respectfully requests the Court deny the motion to suppress in its entirety.
DATED This
_____
day of January 2018.
DANIEL R. PAGE
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING A]7ORNEY
BY:Q
Shondi Uott, Deputy osecuting Attorney
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on today’s date, I served a copy of the attached document to the
following parties by the following means:
Terry Ratliff Hand Delivery
290 South 2nd East First Class Mail
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
______
Facsimile
The Honorable Judge Baskin ‘-mail
Chambers Copy
DATED this L day of January 2018.
DANIEL R. PAGE
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING A]7ORNEY
BY:____
Shondi Iltt, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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State V Coleton Sessions 
CR-2017-2274 
Motion to Suppress 
February 20, 2018 
Main Courtroom 
Vanessa Star, Court reporter 




Defendant is put an bend 
Mr. Ratliff advised there is a persenal nature that requires the matter be reset; defendant has nu uhjeetien tn 
resetting matter. 
Ms. lntt had no ubjeetiun. 
Epurt had a waiver pf speedy trial rights that defendant had signed. 
Mntinn tn Suppress euntinued tn March 5, 2|]l8 at 5:l5; then new trial date wnuld he set based an the 
result uf mutiun. 
Enurt accepted waiver. Mntinn tn eentinue is granted. Euurt will reserve setting new trial date. 
lz3l3 pm. End 
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DANIEL R. PAGE
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
Telephone: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147
I.S.B. No. 9019
EN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
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the above-entitled action, additional authority, to include, the decisions from Judge Theodore
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STATE OF IDAHO, N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
STATE OF IDAHO
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) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND





THIS MATTER came before the court for hearing on November 30, 2017, on the
Defendant’s Motion to Suppress which was filed on November 9,2017.1 The State filed an
objection to the motion on November 29, 2017. The Defendant was present and represented by
Shawn Wilkerson of the Elmore County Public Defender’s Office, and the State was represented
by Elmore County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Shondi Lott. After consideration of the
testimony, the pleadings and arguments on file, and the relevant legal authority, the court hereby
issues the following memorandum decision.
A. Factual Findings and Background
On August 19, 2016, Sergeant Scott Smith of the Mountain Home Police Department was
dispatched around 11:00 PM to a distress call where an unknown male, later identified by law
enforcement to be Steven Miller. was laying on the ground and could not move. Mr. Miller
informed Sgt. Smith about his physical condition and told him that he was paralyzed and could
not move his legs. During this interaction, Mr. Miller also told Sgt. Smith that he had consumed
The Co-Defendant, Summer Gates’ (CR20 17-2287) suppression hearing was heard by this court on December I,
2017. At that suppression hearing, the court received testimony from the same state’s witnesses Sgt Scott Smith
and Sgt. Kent Ogaard. Each case had the same factual background, and the suppression issues presented were of the
same legal theory. For purposes ofreaching a decision in these cases, the court has considered the officer’s
testimony from both hearings to determine its factual findings and in reaching a decision.
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some alcohol and that he had just smoked some marijuana. Sgt. Smith found a baggie of
marijuana in Mr. Miller’s pocket, and he was transported to the hospital.
Sgt. Smith, who has been a law enforcement officer for over ten years and holds an
advanced and supervisor certificate from the Idaho Police Officer Standards and Training
Academy, testified that over the course of his tenure and duties as a police officer, that he has
had numerous encounters with marijuana cases and has had frequent interactions with
individuals who were under the influence of alcohol. Based upon his training and experience,
Sgt. Smith testified that Mr. Miller did not appear to be inebriated and that he did not smell
alcohol on him, but that his physical condition was not typical, and Mr. Miller was clearly in
distress. Although Mr. Miller could move his head and speak, he could not otherwise move, and
described himself as “paralyzed.”
Sergeant Kent Ogaard of the Mountain Home Police Department was dispatched to the
hospital and met with Mr. Miller, as well as the other officers, and was apprised of the situation.
Sgt. Ogaard has approximately 20 years of law enforcement experience and has an extensive
background in cases involving narcotics investigations. He further testified about his training
and experience of recognizing and distinguishing the distinct smells of raw (or fresh) marijuana.
burning marijuana, and burnt marijuana.
While at the hospital, Mr. Miller continued to tell the officers about what happened, and
that he had just gotten and smoked the suspect marijuana from Coleton Sessions’ residence, and
told the officers where Coleton lived. Law enforcement had received several recent reports
regarding at least two other individuals who had been hospitalized after smoking some “bad,
tainted, or poisoned” marijuana in the area, and there was an ongoing investigation into the
matter.
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With this knowledge, the officers determined that they needed to go to the residence
where Mr. Miller had purchased and smoked the “tainted” marijuana as part of their community
care taldng ftmction, given Mr. Miller’s statements and their concern that others may be
ingesting the same tainted marijuana, and that the occupants of the residence might be in
immediate danger and suffering the same effects as Mr. Miller.
When the officers arrived at the residence, Sgt. Ogaard was in plain clothes and knocked
on the door. Sgt. Smith and the other officers were in uniform. It was early morning, just after
midnight or so. When the officers arrived at the residence, they observed that there were no
lights on in the house, and that there did not appear to be any activity, although they did not look
in the windows. Additionally, they did not observe anyone coming or going whiie they were
there.
While Sgt. Ogaard was standing at the front door, he heard a television on, but could not
hear any other sounds coming from the residence. He knocked on the door and a woman
answered. When the door was opened, Sgt. Ogaard immediately smelled a very strong odor of
raw, burnt, and burning marijuana coming from inside the residence. He asked to see Coleton,
and the woman stated that he was asleep in bed.
At this point, Sgt Ogaard toU her to step outside, showed her his badge, and told her that
he could smell the marijuana coming from the house. During the exchange, Sgt. Ogaard stated
that he had PC to enter and that he didn’t want anyone to get hurt.2 When asked if there were
any weapons inside the residence, the woman stated that she was not sure. Sgt. Ogaard also
testified that they were concerned about being ambushed when entering the residence given the
frequency that firearms are often used and associated with drug activity.
2 Upon smelling the marijuana coming from the residence when the door was opened, the officers unquestionably
had probable cause to obtain a warrant to enter the residence. See State i’. Rigoidot, 123 Idaho 267 (Ct. App. 1992).
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Officers then entered the residence and observed marijuana and drug paraphernalia in
plain view, and located five people in the residence. The Defendant in this case was ultimately
cited for Frequenting, in violation of Idaho Code § 37-2732(d).
B. At the time of Law Enforcement’s Warrantless Entry into the Residence, There
Existed Exigent Circumstances Under the Totality of the Circumstances.
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits unreasonable searches
and seizures. State v. Barrett, 138 Idaho 290,293,62 P.3d 214, 217 (Ct. App. 2003); Stale v.
Sailas, 129 Idaho 432, 434, (Ct.App.1996). The reasonableness standard of the Fourth
Amendment requires that the nature of the intrusion upon the individual’s privacy interest be
balanced against the public need and governmental interest promoted by the action taken. Id. It
is the state’s burden to show reasonableness based upon the totality of the circumstances. ii
A fundamental protection guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment is that an individual’s
privacy interest in his or her home is fundamental, and any invasion of that privacy interest is
subject to heightened constitutional review. Salias, 129 at 434. Where an officer enters a
residence without a warrant, such entry is presumptively unreasonable. Barrett, 138 Idaho at
293.
However, the exigent circumstances exception to the warrant requirement justifies a
warrantless entry when the facts known to the police at the time of the entry’, along with
reasonable inferences drawn thereupon. demonstrate a “compelling need for official action and
no time to secure a warrant.” Sailas, 129 Idaho at 434; State v. Pearson-Anderson, 136 Idaho
847, 851 (Ct.App.2001). “The only manner in which the government can justify such an entry is
to show that the entry was based upon probable cause and that exigent circumstances existed
necessitating immediate police action.” Slate v. Curl. 125 Idaho 224, 225 (1993).
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Under this objective standard, the court determines whether those facts and inferences
would “warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that the action taken was appropriate.”
Barrett, 138 Idaho at 293. The risk of danger to police officers or other persons either inside or
outside the dwelling constitutes such an exigency justiing a warrantless entry. Id at 293-294.
Thus, although claims of exigency are scrutinized to ensure that they do not operate as
mere pretexts for otherwise warrantless and unlawful entries and searches, courts must strive to
avoid “second-guessing police decisions made in legitimate belief that life may very ‘veil be at
stake.” Id. Finally, while police officers are carrying out legitimate emergency activities, they
may seize any evidence in plain view. Id. Accordingly, in this case, the court considers whether
there was a compelling need for official action.
In this case, it is uncontroverted that the officers entered the residence without a warrant
and without consent. However, both officers testified that this was an emergency situation and
that they were extremely concerned about the occupants of the residence who might have been
ingesting the tainted marijuana and that they wanted to ensure everyone’s safety, and that this
could have been life or death because people were going to the hospital. The court finds this
testimony credible given the physical and medical state that Mr. Miller was found in and that the
officers smelled marijuana emanating from the residence when the door was opened. The court
finds that the officer’s beliefs were therefore objectively reasonable. Although the officers
testified that they did not believe that they initially (thai is, prior to going to the residence) had
enough information to obtain a warrant, the officer’s subjective intent or belief is not relevant.
The court considers the facts and inferences that would warrant a man of reasonable caution in
the belief that the action taken was appropriate.
Furthermore, the time that was involved between the discovery of Mr. Miller lying on the
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ground and unable to move, including their continued conversations with him at the hospital, and
their entry’ into the residence was relatively short, being only one or two hours. This, compared
to the time that it would take to compile and draft the information to get a warrant at that time of
night, of up to two, three, or four additional hours, as testified to by Sgt. Ogaard, would have
caused a substantial delay given the emergency situation as painted by Mr. Miller. Assuming
arguendo that two hours had passed after encountering Mr. Miller. and that it would have taken
an additional three or four hours to obtain a warrant, five or six hours would have passed where
the occupants of the residence could have been experiencing symptoms similar to Mr. Miller.
Thus, the court finds that under these specific set of circumstances, there was no time to secure a
warrant.
Although the officers, during their testimony, could not recall specifically speaking with
hospital staff about the cause of Mr. Miller’s distress and medical issues or diagnosis, the
officers had very specific and articulabte information, facts. and observations of Mr. Miller’s
physical state, physical appearance, and condition both when they responded to him on the
ground and when he was at the hospital. Mr. Miller’s statements to the officers, coupled with the
officer’s knowledge that there had been other individuals who had been recently hospitalized for
ingesting tainted marijuana, raises the exigency level of this situation compared to other normal
police encounters and drug investigations that necessitated a compelling need to act.
Furthermore, the exigency in this case increased when the door to the residence was
opened and the officers immediately encountered the overwhelming smell of marijuana. Sgt.
Ogaard described smelling raw, burnt, and possibly burning marijuana, which corroborated what
Mr. Miller had told them about having just obtained and smoked marijuana at the residence.
Upon smelling the marijuana at the front door, the officers had thither probable cause to believe
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that the occupants of the residence were engaged in illegal activity inside of the residence, in
addition to their reasonable belief that the occupants might be consuming tainted marijuana, or
were afflicted and indisposed after having consumed tainted marijuana.
Furthermore, the court notes that possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia are serious offenses given the nature of the penalty that attaches to the criminal
conduct, with the possible penalty of each offense carrying one year in the county jail and a
$1,000 fine. See State i’. Fees, 140 Idaho 81(2004).
Given the totality of the circumstances in this case, which include the relatively short
time frame (one or two hours) after the officers’ first encounter with Mr. Miller and their entry’
into the residence; Mr. Miller’s transport to the hospital and his additional disclosures there; the
lack of time to secure a warrant, coupled with the officer’s specific knowledge at the time of the
entry, which included the very strong smell of raw, burnt, and/or burning marijuana; that the
house was occupied, that there may’ be weapons inside, their specific knowledge that there were
recent reports of other individuals who were admitted to the hospital after ingesting tainted
marijuana in the Mountain Home area; and the fact that Mr. Miller had just been at the residence.
bought and smoked marijuana there, and that as a result he was experiencing direct and
observable medical distress; law enforcement could draw a reasonable inference therefrom that
there were others currently in the residence smoking, or having just smoked, tainted marijuana.
such that justified a “compelling need for immediate action” by law enforcement under their
community caretaking function.
This ease is different and unique from the many other routine drug investigations where
officers smell marijuana coming from a residence that would otheiwise require a warrant prior to
entry. Furthermore. Sgt. Ogaard testified credibly that normally, in a situation where there is a
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report of drug activity at a residence, they would, inter alia, begin an investigation into the
background of the occupants of the residence, conduct surveillance, and gather other
intelligence, and then obtain a warrant. This was not that ease. In this case, the officers had
recent reports of tainted marijuana in the area, and had just encountered an identjfled person (not
an anonymous tipster) who presented with a serious medical issue and who was clearly in
observable distress after recently obtaining and smoking marijuana from that particular
residence. After the officers responded a relatively short time later to the house and smelled the
raw and burnt marijuana vhen the door was opened, it was objectively reasonable for the officers
to believe that the occupants inside were smoking, or had recently smoked, marijuana — the same
marijuana source that Mr. Miller had just reported to be poisoned.
The main reason officers responded to the residence that early morning was due to their
being dispatched to help a person in distress lying on the ground, unable to move, and because of
that person’s statements of having just obtained and smoked poisoned marijuana at the particular
residence. In this case, and as stated in Barrett, the court will not second-guess the law
enforcement’s decision to enter based upon exigency when “there was a legitimate belief that life
may be at stake,” given the totality of the circumstances, including Mr. Miller’s physical
condition and his comments to the officers, and their observations when the door to the residence
was opened, and the amount of time it would have taken to secure a warrant.
Therefore, based upon the above findings of facts and conclusions of law, the
Defendant’s Motion to Suppress is hereby DENIED.
IT IS SO ORDERED this day of December2OI7.
-
THEODORE J. FI.stMING
Elmore County Magistrate Judge
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Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney
Elmore County Public Defender
By United States mail
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By United States mail
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This 5th day of December, 2017
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TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFIlc 2017
STEELE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMOR?’Q471
STATE OF IDAHO )
Plaintifl ) Case No: CR-2017-002287
)
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND





THIS MATTER came before the court for hearing on December 1,2017, on the
Defendant’s Motion to Suppress which was filed on November 15, 2017.’ The State filed an
objection to the motion on November 29. 2017. The Defendant was present and represented by
Charles Johnson of the Elmore County Public Defender’s Office, and the State was represented
by Elmore County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Shondi Lott. After consideration of the
testimony, the pleadings and arguments on file, and the relevant legal authority, the court hereby
issues the following memorandum decision.
A. Factual Findings and Background
On August 19, 2016. Sergeant Soon Smith of the Mountain Home Police Department was
dispatched around 11:00 PM to a distress call where an unknown male, later identified by law
enforcement to be Steven Miller, was laying on the ground and could not move. Mr. Miller
informed Sgt. Smith about his physical condition and told him that he was paralyzed and could
not move his legs. During this interaction, Mr. Miller also told Sgt. Smith that he had consumed
The Co-Defendant, Breanna Seeley’s (CR20 17-2280) suppression hearing was heard by this court on November
30, 2017. At that suppression hearing, the court received testimony from the same state’s witnesses Sgt. Scott Smith
and Sgt. Kent Ogaard. Each case had the same factual background, and the suppression issues presented were of the
same legal theory. For purposes of reaching a decision in these cases, the court has considered the orncer’s
testimony from both hearings to determine its factual findings and in reaching a decision.
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some alcohol and that he had just smoked some marijuana. Sgt. Smith found a baggie of
marijuana in Mr. Miller’s pocket, and he was transported to the hospital.
Sgt. Smith, who has been a law enforcement officer for over ten years and holds an
advanced and supervisor certificate from the Idaho Police Officer Standards and Training
Academy, testified that over the course of his tenure and duties as a police officer, that he has
had numerous encounters with marijuana cases and has had frequent interactions with
individuals who were under the influence of alcohol. Based upon his training and experience,
Sgt. Smith testified that Mr. Miller did not appear to be inebriated and that he did not smell
alcohol on him, but that his physical condition was not typical, and Mr. Miller was clearly in
distress. Although Mr. Miller could move his head and speak, he could not otherwise move, and
described himself as “paralyzed.”
Sergeant Kent Ogaard of the Mountain Home Police Department was dispatched to the
hospital and met with Mr. Miller, as well as the other officers, and was apprised of the situation.
Sgt. Ogaard has approximately 20 years of law enforcement experience and has an extensive
background in cases involving narcotics investigations. He further testified about his training
and experience of recognizing and distinguishing the distinct smells of raw (or fresh) marijuana,
burning marijuana, and burnt marijuana.
While at the hospital, Mr. Miller continued to tell the officers about what happened, and
that he had just gotten and smoked the suspect marijuana from Coleton Sessions’ residence, and
told the officers where Coleton lived. Law enforcement had received several recent reports
regarding at least two other individuals who had been hospitalized after smoking some “bad,
tainted, or poisoned” marijuana in the area, and there was an ongoing investigation into the
matter.
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With this knowledge, the officers determined that they needed to go to the residence
where Mr. Miller had purchased and smoked the “tainted” marijuana as part of their community
care taking function, given Mr. Miller’s statements and their concern that others may be
ingesting the same tainted marijuana, and that the occupants of the residence might be in
immediate danger and suffering the same effects as Mr. Miller.
When the officers arrived at the residence, Sgt. Ogaard was in plain clothes and knocked
on the door. Sgt. Smith and the other officers were in uniform. It was early morning, just after
midnight or so. When the officers arrived at the residence, they observed that there were no
lights on in the house, and that there did not appear to be any activity, although they did not look
in the windows. Additionally, they did not observe anyone coming or going while they were
there.
While Sgt. Ogaard was standing at the front door, he heard a television on, but could not
hear any other sounds coming from the residence. He knocked on the door and a woman
answered. When the door was opened, Sgt. Ogaard immediately smelled a very strong odor of
raw, burnt, and burning marijuana coming from inside the residence. He asked to see Coleton,
and the woman stated that he was asleep in bed.
At this point, Sgt. Ogaard told her to step outside, showed her his badge, and told her that
he could smell the marijuana coming from the house. During the exchange, Sgt. Ogaard stated
that he had PC to enter and that he didn’t want anyone to get hurt.2 When asked if there were
any weapons inside the residence, the woman stated that she was not sure. Sgt. Ogaard also
testified that they were concerned about being ambushed when entering the residence given the
frequency that firearms are often used and associated with drug activity.
2 Upon smelling the marijuana coming from the residence when the door was opened, the officers unquestionably
had probable cause to obtain a warrant to enter the residence. See &ate v. RIgouloc, 123 Idaho 267 (Ct. App. l92),
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Officers then entered the residence and observed marijuana and drug paraphernalia in
plain view, and located five people in the residence. The Defendant in this case was ultimately
cited for Frequenting, in violation of Idaho Code § 37-2732(d).
B. At the time of Law Enforcement’s Warrantless Entry into the Residence, There
Existed Exigent Circumstances Under the Totality of the Circumstances.
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits unreasonable searches
and seizures. State v. Barrett, 138 Idaho 290,293,62 P.3d 214, 217 (Ct. App. 2003); State v.
Sailas, 129 Idaho 432, 434, (Ct.App.1996). The reasonableness standard of the Fourth
Amendment requires that the nature of the intrusion upon the individuals privacy interest be
balanced against the public need and governmental interest promoted by the action taken. Id. It
is the state’s burden to show reasonableness based upon the totality of the circumstances. Id.
A fundamental protection guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment is that an individual’s
privacy interest in his or her home is fundamental, and any invasion of that privacy interest is
subject to heightened constitutional review. Salias, 129 at 434. Where an officer enters a
residence without a warrant, such entry is presumptively unreasonable. Barrett, 138 Idaho at
293.
However, the exigent circumstances exception to the warrant requirement justifies a
warrantless entry when the facts known to the police at the time of the entry, along with
reasonable inferences drawn thereupon, demonstrate a “compelling need for official action and
no time to secure a warrant.” Sailas, 129 Idaho at 434; State v. Pearson-Anderson, 136 Idaho
847, 851 (Ct.App.200 1). “The only manner in which the government can justify such an entry is
to show that the entry was based upon probable cause and that exigent circumstances existed
necessitating immediate police action.” State v. Curl. 125 Idaho 224, 225 (1993).
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Under this objective standard, the court determines whether those facts and inferences
would “warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that the action taken was appropriate.”
Barrett. 138 Idaho at 293. The risk of danger to police officers or other persons either inside or
outside the dwelling constitutes such an exigency j usti’ing a wanantless entry. Id at 293-294.
Thus, although claims of exigency are scrutinized to ensure that they do not operate as
mere pretexts for otherwise wanantless and unlawful entries and searches, courts must strive to
avoid “second-guessing police decisions made in legitimate belief that life may very well be at
stake.” Id. Finally, while police officers are carrying out legitimate emergency activities, they
may seize any evidence in plain view. Id. Accordingly, in this ease, the court considers whether
there was a compelling need for official action.
In this case, it is uncontrovened that the officers entered the residence without a warrant
and without consent. However, both officers testified that this was an emergency situation and
that they were extremely concerned about the occupants of the residence who might have been
ingesting the tainted marijuana and that they wanted to ensure everyone’s safety, and that this
could have been life or death because people were going to the hospital. The court finds this
testimony credible given the physical and medical state that Mr. Miller was found in and that the
officers smelled marijuana emanating from the residence when the door was opened. The court
finds that the officer’s beliefs were therefore objectively reasonable. Although the officers
testified that they did not believe that they initially (that is, prior to going to the residence) had
enough information to obtain a warrant, the officer’s subjective intent or belief is not relevant.
The court considers the facts and inferences that would warrant a man of reasonable caution in
the belief that the action taken was appropriate.
Furthermore, the time that was involved between the discovery of Mr. Miller lying on the
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ground and unable to move, including their continued conversations with him at the hospital, and
their entry into the residence was relatively short, being only one or two hours. This, compared
to the time that it vou1d take to compile and draft the information to get a warrant at that time of
night, of up to two, three, or four additional hours, as testified to by Sgt. Ogaard, would have
caused a substantial delay given the emergency situation as painted by Mr. Miller. Assuming
arguendo that two hours had passed after encountering Mr. Miller, and that it would have taken
an additional three or four hours to obtain a warrant, five or six hours would have passed where
the occupants of the residence could have been experiencing symptoms similar to Mr. Miller.
Thus, the court finds that under these specific set of circumstances, there was no time to secure a
warrant.
Although the officers, during their testimony, could not recall specifically speaking with
hospital staff about the cause of Mr. Miller’s distress and medical issues or diagnosis, the
officers had very specific and articulable information, facts, and observations of Mr. Miller’s
physical state, physical appearance, and condition both when they responded to him on the
ground and when he was at the hospital. Mr. Miller’s statements to the officers, coupled with the
officer’s knowledge that there had been other individuals who had been recently hospitalized for
ingesting tainted marijuana, raises the exigency level of this situation compared to other normal
police encounters and drug investigations that necessitated a compelling need to act.
Furthermore, the exigency in this case increased when the door to the residence was
opened and the officers immediately encountered the overwhelming smell of marijuana. Sgt.
Ogaard described smelling raw, burnt, and possibly burning marijuana, which corroborated what
Mr. Miller had told them about having just obtained and smoked marijuana at the residence.
Upon smelling the marijuana at the front door, the officers had fhrther probable cause to believe
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that the occupants of the residence were engaged in illegal activity inside of the residence, in
addition to their reasonable belief that the occupants might be consuming tainted marijuana, or
were afflicted and indisposed after having consumed tainted marijuana.
Furthermore, the court notes that possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia are serious offenses given the nature of the penalty that attaches to the criminal
conduct, with the possible penalty of each offense carrying one year in the county jail and a
$1,000 fine. See State v. Fees, 140 Idaho 81(2004).
Given the totality of the circumstances in this case, which include the relatively short
time frame (one or two hours) after the officers’ first encounter with Mr. Miller and their entry
into the residence; Mr. Miller’s transport to the hospital and his additional disclosures there; the
lack of time to secure a warrant, coupled with the officer’s specific knowledge at the time of the
entry, which included the very strong smell of raw, burnt, andlor burning marijuana; that the
house was occupied, that there may be weapons inside, their specific knowledge that there were
recent reports of other individuals who were admitted to the hospital after ingesting tainted
marijuana in the Mountain Home area; and the fact that Mr. Miller had just been at the residence,
bought and smoked marijuana there, and that as a result he was experiencing direct and
observable medical distress; law’ enforcement could draw a reasonable inference therefrom that
there were others currently in the residence smoking, or having just smoked, tainted marijuana,
such ihat justified a “compelling need for immediate action” by law enforcement under their
community caretaking function.
This case is different and unique from the many other routine drug investigations where
officers smell marijuana coming from a residence that would otherwise require a warrant prior to
entry. Furthermore, Sgt. Ogaard testified credibly that normally, in a situation where there is a
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report of drug activity at a residence, they would, inwr alia, begin an investigation into the
background of the occupants of the residence, conduct surveillance, and gather other
intelligence, and then obtain a warrant. This was not that case. In this case, the officers had
recent reports of tainted marijuana in the area, and had just encountered an identWed person (not
an anonymous tipster) who presented with a serious medical issue and who was clearly in
observable distress after recently obtaining and smoking marijuana from that particular
residence. After the officers responded a relatively short time later to the house and smelled the
raw and burnt marijuana when the door was opened, it was objectively reasonable for the officers
to believe that the occupants inside were smoking, or had recently smoked, marijuana — the same
marijuana source that Mr. Miller had just reported to be poisoned.
The main reason officers responded to the residence that early morning was due to their
being dispatched to help a person in distress lying on the ground, unable to move, and because of
that person’s statements of having just obtained and smoked poisoned marijuana at the particular
residence. In this case, and as stated in Barrett, the court will not second-guess the law
enforcement’s decision to enter based upon exigency when “there was a legitimate belief that life
may be at stake.” given the totality of the circumstances, including Mr. Miller’s physical
condition and his comments to the officers, and their observations when the door to the residence
was opened, and the amount of time it would have taken to secure a warrant.
Therefore, based upon the above findings of facts and conclusions of law, the
Defendant’s Motion to Suppress is hereby DENIED.
1115 SO ORDERED this qday of Decembr, 2017.
THEODORE J.7LEMING /Elm ore County Magistrate Ju4ge
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TERRY S. RATLIFF, ISB: 3598 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID  83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 




Attorney for Defendant 
 
 
 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE  
 




STATE OF IDAHO,        ) 
                   ) Case No. CR-2017-2274   
   Plaintiff,       )               
                      ) 
-vs-      ) NOTICE OF ADDITIONAL 
                            ) AUTHORITIES 
COLETON SESSIONS,   )  
                                  ) 
               Defendant.  ) 
                                  ) 
 
COMES NOW The Defendant, by and through his attorney of record, Terry S. Ratliff of 
Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and gives the Court and Counsel notice of the following additional 
authority to be considered by the Court:  
In reliance on Burnett's holding in State v. Holman, 109 Idaho 382 (1985),  
 
The  [inevitable discovery] doctrine 'is not intended to swallow the exclusionary rule 
 whole by substituting what the police should have done for what they really did.'" 
 (quoting State v. Cook, 106 Idaho 209, 226, 677 P.2d 522, 539 (Ct.App.1984) (opinion 
 expressing views of Burnett, J., joined by Walters, C.J.).   
 
The Court of Appeals held in State v. Bunting, 142 Idaho 908 (Ct. App. 2006): 
 
Given the facts in this case, it is possible that, had the police made the effort to put all the 
 evidence gleaned from the lawful entry into Bunting's garage before the magistrate, there 
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 could have been sufficient probable cause to issue a valid warrant. However, that was not 
 what happened and the police did not obtain a valid warrant. Therefore, we decline to 
 extend the inevitable discovery exception to the exclusionary rule to include the situation 
 where the police may have had sufficient evidence to obtain a warrant but failed to 
 present it and obtain a valid search warrant. 
 
 
 DATED this 6th day of March, 2018. 
 
      RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
         
      By                                      





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on this 6th day of March, 2018, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing NOTICE OF ADDITIONAL AUTHORITIES to: 
 
Shondi Lott     By:     x      Eservice: efile@elmorecounty.org 
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney 
 
         
      By                                      
           TERRY S. RATLIFF, of the firm  
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COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE





JUDGE: Baskin, Nancy DATE: March 06, 2018
CLERK: Heather Furst LOCATION: Baby Basement
HEARING TYPE: Motion to Suppress COURT REPORTER:  Vanessa Star
Parties Present:
State of Idaho  Attorney:  Shondi Lott, Elmore County Prosecutor
Coleton Sessions  Attorney:  Terry Ratliff, Elmore County Public Defender
Hearing Start Time: 9:15 AM
Journal Entries: 
Defendant out on bond.
Matter is set for Motion to Dismiss.  Court is not seeing documents.  Assistant filed them at 8:45.
Ms. Lott gave a rundown of what documents were filed.
Mr. Ratliff objected; not appellate decision - not binding.
Court will make own factual findings.  Court is not going to strike filing by the State; agrees it is 
persuasive authority.
Burden has shifted.
Ms. Lott called Scott Smith.
Scott Smith (sworn)
9:19 a.m. Direct examination of Scott Smith by Ms. Lott.
9:22 objection hearsay; Miller was called for help; response is going to be about current state.  
He is unavailable witness - subpoena was returned unfound.  Mr. Ratliff asked question in aid of 
objection.  Mr. Ratliff - not a medical diagnosis.  Still hearsay - not exception.  Court overrule 
objection - serious medical condition.  Not there for medical treatment.  Statement against 
interest of unavailable witness.
9:24 a.m. Direct examination of Mr. Smith continued by Ms. Lott.
Mr. Ratliff raised an objection calls for speculation; Overruled.
Filed: March 14, 2018 at 3:59 PM.
Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County
By: Heather Furst  Deputy Clerk
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COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 2
9:26 a.m. Direct examination of Mr. Smith continued by Ms. Lott.
Mr. Ratliff raised an objection as to facts not in evidence.  Court stated overruled - he just stated 
he purchased marijuana from Sessions.
9:27 am. Direct examination of Mr. Smith continued by Ms. Lott.
9:31 a.m. No further questions.
Cross examination of Mr. Smith by Mr. Ratliff.
9:34 a.m. No further questions.
Re-direct examination of Mr. Smith by Ms. Lott.
9:34 a.m. No further questions.
Re-cross examination of Mr. Smith by Mr. Ratliff.
9:36 a.m. No further questions; witness steps down and is excused.
Ms. Lott calls Mr. Ogaard.
Kent Ogaard (sworn).
Direct examination of Mr. Ogaard by Ms. Lott.
Mr. Ratliff raised an objection - move to strike; Court overruled.
9:40 a.m. Direct examination of Mr. Ogaard continued by Ms. Lott.
Mr. Ratliff raised an objection as to asked and answered; Court overruled.
9:49 a.m. Direct examination of Mr. Ogaard continued by Ms. Lott.
9:50 a.m. No further questions.
Cross examination of Mr. Ogaard by Mr. Ratliff.
Mr. Ratliff moved to strike - not responsive.  Court overruled.
9:52 a.m. Cross examination of Mr. Ogaard continued by Mr. Ratliff.
Ms. Lott raised an objection as to relevance; Court does not know what Triple I check is.  Court 
overruled.
9:56 a.m. Cross examination of Mr. Ogaard continued by Mr. Ratliff.
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COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 3
Ms. Lott raised an objection not for officer to determine veracity; Court overruled - restate 
question.
9:57 a.m. Cross examination of Mr. Ogaard continued by Mr. Ratliff.
9:58 a.m. No further questions.
Re-direct examination of Mr. Ogaard by Ms. Lott.
Mr. Ratliff raised an objection there is no evidence saying marijuana was tainted; Court 
sustained.
10:00 a.m. Re-direct examination of Mr. Ogaard continued by Ms. Lott.
10:02 a.m. No further questions.
Re-cross examination of Mr. Ogaard by Mr. Ratliff.
10:03 a.m. No further questions; witness excused.
State rests.
Defense rests.
10:04 a.m. Closing argument by Mr. Ratliff.
10:05 a.m. Closing argument by Ms. Lott.
10:08 a.m. Court inquired of Ms. Lott.  No indication of someone in distress in the house.  Need 
to know facts that give the officer belief that there was an indication of first responder needed.
10:11 a.m. Ms. Lott responded.
10:15 a.m. Mr. Ratliff further responded.
10;15 a.m. Court will take under advisement.  Need additional time to review pleadings filed by 
State.  Court will issue written decision. Court will set status hearing in her written order.
Court advised defendant that he has previously waived speedy trial.
Hearing End Time: 10:17 AM
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-2017-2274





Pending before the Court in the above-entitled matter is Defendant Coleton
Sessions’ Motion t0 Suppress Evidence. The Court held an evidentiary hearing 0n the
motion and took the matter under advisement. The Court now issues its ruling granting
the motion.
BACKGROUND
Defendant seeks t0 suppress the evidence and statements made by Defendant
based 0n the police officers’ warrantless entry and search 0f Defendant’s home.
Defendant alleges the warrantless search and seizure violated the Fourth Amendment to
the United States Constitution and Article I, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution. The
State argues the warrantless search was justified based 0n the exception for exigent
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On August 19, 2016, at approximately 10:00 p.m., Patrol Sgt. Scott Smith 0fthe
Mountain Home Police Department (MHPD) responded t0 a call t0 find Stephen Miller
0n a lawn unable t0 move and requesting medical assistance. Sgt. Smith observed Mr.
Miller could talk and move his head, but did not seem t0 be able t0 move the rest 0f his
body. Mr. Miller indicated t0 the Sgt. Smith that he had been driving and suddenly he
became paralyzed. Mr. Miller stated he had consumed alcohol and marijuana prior t0 the
paralysis. Sgt. Smith testified this was not a normal response t0 use 0f alcohol 0r
marijuana based on his 10 years 0f law enforcement experience.
An ambulance was called and Mr. Miller was taken t0 the hospital. Mr. Miller
continued t0 be questioned and informed Sgt. Smith he had purchased marijuana from
Mr. Sessions and gave the location 0f the residence where he had purchased the
marijuana. At that time, Sgt. Smith did not know if the location was Mr. Sessions’
residence. Sgt. Smith suspected the marijuana was the cause 0f the paralysis in Mr.
Miller. Sgt. Smith spoke t0 other officers t0 see if there was a pattern 0f paralysis being
reported and/or investigated. Sgt. Smith testified he was advised a couple 0f people had
ended up in the hospital.
Sgt. Smith contacted Detective Ogaard who was in charge 0f narcotics
investigations for Mountain Home. After collaborating with the other officers, Sgt.
Smith, Officer Hurly and Det. Ogaard went t0 the address provided by Mr. Miller. It was
approximately midnight 0n August 20, 2016, when officers arrived and knocked 0n the
front door. Sgt. Smith and Officer Hurley were wearing police uniforms and Det. Ogaard














was in plain clothes. Det. Ogaard knocked 0n the door and a woman answered the door.
Sgt. Smith testified the woman who answered the door did not give consent for the
officers t0 enter the residence.
Sgt. Smith testified he could smell a strong Odor 0f fresh marijuana. Sgt. Smith
testified the officers did not discuss getting a warrant, but entered the house. Sgt. Smith
testified his concern was because 0f the smell there may be somebody Who had consumed
the suspected tainted marijuana and might need some help. Once inside the house Sgt.
Smith testified he observed drug paraphernalia in the living room. N0 one was smoking
marijuana when Sgt. Smith entered the residence.
Det. Ogaard testified he had 20 years 0f law enforcement experience with the last
8 years spent with the MHPD. He was assigned t0 the Special Investigations Unit which
was responsible for narcotics investigations. Det. Ogaard was called t0 the hospital
regarding Mr. Miller complaining 0f paralysis after ingesting marijuana. Det. Ogaard
testified the paralysis from marijuana was not typical and he had never seen such a
symptom before. Det. Ogaard led the investigation and determined the officers would d0
a knock and talk at the residence provided by Mr. Miller. He testified he wanted to make
sure he had the correct residence and to make sure there was n0 one else suffering the
same medical distress as Mr. Miller.
Det. Ogaard stated as soon as the door was opened, he could smell the odor 0f
“burning, burnt, 0r raw” marijuana. Det. Ogaard said the smell 0f marijuana gave him
probable cause for a search and he was concerned about the health of anyone inside. Det.
Ogaard clarified the smell 0f the marijuana gave him probable cause t0 apply for a search
ORDER — Page 3
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warrant, not t0 enter the house. But he did not apply for a search warrant. Det. Ogaard
stated it can take from 2-3 hours t0 get a warrant. Det. Ogaard testified he was concerned
about his law enforcement role as a caretaker t0 make sure everyone in the residence was
okay. He felt it was important t0 contact anybody else who might be in the house.
Det. Ogaard testified that he stepped into the residence without consent and asked
the woman if the homeowner 0r residence was available and specifically asked for Mr.
Sessions. Inside the house, Det. Ogaard observed drug paraphernalia normally associated
with marijuana use 0n the kitchen table. Det.Ogaard also asked the woman about
weapons and her answer led him t0 believe there may have been weapons in the home.
Even with this concern, Det. Ogaard testified n0 protective sweep 0f the residence was
performed when the officers entered the home. Nor was a sweep performed t0 see if
anyone was in physical distress. Instead, Mr. Sessions came from the hall and talked with
Det. Ogaard without a sweep 0f the residence. After conversing With Mr. Sessions, the
residence was searched and marijuana was located. The marijuana tested presumptively
positive for being marijuana. N0 one was found t0 be in medical distress in the residence.
It is also important t0 note the subject matter 0f testimony that was not provided at
the evidentiary hearing. There was no testimony that any 0f the three officers observed 0r
heard from the door 0r a window anyone in medical distress at the residence. There was
n0 testimony by any 0f the responding officers indicating that the woman who answered
the door indicated 0r suggested in any way that anyone at the residence was in immediate
need 0f medical care 0r was in medical distress.















The Fourth Amendment 0f the United States Constitution provides “[t]he right 0f
the people t0 be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures . . . .” U.S. Const. Amend IV. This protection extends to the states
Via Due Process clause 0f the Fourteenth Amendment. Mapp V. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 654-
55 (1961). “Article I, Section 17 0f the Idaho Constitution nearly identically guarantees
that ‘[t]he right 0f the people t0 be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects
against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated.” State v. Green, 158
Idaho 884, 886, 354 P.3d 446, 448 (2015).
Evidence obtained in Violation of the Fourth Amendment is subject t0 the
exclusionary rule that requires the evidence obtained be excluded from trial. State v.
Cohagan, 162 Idaho 717, 720, 404 P.3d 659, 662 (2017). This includes both primary
evidence obtained as a direct result 0f an illegal search 0r seizure as well as secondary
evidence found t0 be derivatively discovered as a result 0f the illegal search 0r seizure.
Id. (citations omitted). The secondary evidence is often referred t0 as the “fruit 0f the
poisonous tree.” Id. (citaitions omitted).
“[S]earches and seizure inside a home without a warrant are presumptively
unreasonable.” Brigham City v. Stuart, 547 U.S. 398, 403 (2006). There are, however,
recognized exceptions t0 the exclusionary rule. In this case, the exception at issue is the
exigent circumstances exception. This exception is applicable when “‘the exigencies 0f
the situation’ make the needs of law enforcement so compelling that [a] warrantless
search is objectively reasonable under the Fourth Amendment.” Kentucky v. King, 563
U.S. 452, 460 (201 1). Stated another way, “[a]bsent exigent circumstances, that threshold
















[of one’s home] may not reasonably be crossed without a warrant.” Payton v.New York,
445 U.S. 573, 590 (1980).
The Supreme Court has articulated several types 0f exigencies that may justify a
warrantless search a home: (1) emergency aid exception as discussed in Brigham City
(“officers may enter a home without a warrant t0 render emergency assistance t0 an
injured occupant 0r t0 protect an occupant from imminent injury”); (2) officers in hot
pursuit 0f a fleeing suspect (United States v. Santana, 427 U.S. 38, 42-43 (1976)); (3) t0
prevent imminent destruction 0f evidence (Brigham City 547 U.S. at 403); and (4)
securing a residence While seeking a warrant t0 prevent fleeing 0r destruction 0f evidence
(Segura v. United States, 468 U.S. 796 (1984). The Supreme Court has also held the
exigent circumstances rule applies as long as the police d0 not gain entry into a home by
means 0f an actual 0r threatened Violation 0f the Fourth Amendment. Kentucky v. King,
563 U.S. at 469.
Because this was a warrantless search and seizure, the State carries the burden 0f
establishing an exception applies. In determining whether the officers in this case faced
an emergency that justified their acting without a warrant, the Court must consider the
totality 0f the circumstances. “Any warrantless entry based on exigent circumstances
must, 0f course, be supported by a genuine exigency.
“ Kentucky v. King, at 470 (citing
Bingham City at 406).
Idaho appellate court have rccegnizcd {he nccd to protcci its citizens as a
proper application 01‘ the exigcncy exception. "The need t0 protect 0r preserve life 0r
avoid serious injury is also justification for what would be otherwise illegal absent an
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exigency 0r emergency." Stare v. Smith. 159 Idaho 865. 367 P.3d 260. 264 (Ct. App.
2016). "The test for application 0f this warrant exception is whether the facts as then
known 10 the officers. and the reasonable inferences drawn therefrom, warrant a man 0f
reasonable caution in the belief that the action taken was appropriate." 1d. "'1"his is an
objective test, and it should be applied t0 the facts as known t0 the Officers at the time
0f the varranlless entry." Id. "While courts must scrutinize a claim 0f emergency 1‘0
ensure that it is not a pretext for entries and searches that otherwise fall under the
warrant requirement. couns should avoid second-guessing police decisions made in
legitimate belief that life is at stake." Id.
The Idaho appellate courts have found that an exigent circumstance arising from
imminent harm exists when there are facts available from which an officer could
reasonably believe that a person’s life 0r health are in immediate danger and immediate
assistance is required t0 prevent 0r ameliorate such danger.
In Smith. the police responded t0 a report from a juvenile probation officer
indicating that the defendant might have been harboring a minor runaway in 01'
underneath a Shed. The defendant was subject t0 a no-contact order concerning tho
minor. When the officers arrived at the shed, they "heard a commotion inside the shed
that sounded like foot movement and furniture being moved.” The defendant and
another man came outside t0 speak with the officers. At some point later‘ the officers
went inside the shed with defendant and followed his instructions t0 remove the
floorboards and secure the minor. Court concluded that danger justified exigency
because the defendant had a no-contact order with the minor. the Officers heard
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noises inside. and defendant admitted that she was in the shed. Thus. based 0n what the
officers knew at the time. they had a reasonable beliefthat the minor might have been in
danger.
The Court 0f Appeals has “recognized that unconsciousness 0r
unresponsiveness. along with factors tending t0 indicate distress, may amount t0
exigent circumstances.” Stare v. Heard, 158 Idaho 667, 669. 350 P.3d 1044. 1046 (Ct.
App. 2015) (citing Slate v. Bower. 135 Idaho 554, 557- 59, 21 P.3d 491, 494-96 (Ct.
App. 200 l) (holding that exigent circumstances existed where a young child was found
unattended in a hotel parking lot, crying about something being wrong with her father.
who turned out t0 be unconscious in a hotel room shower); State v. Barrett, 138 Idaho
290, 292. 62 P.3d 2145 216 (Ct. App. 2003) (holding that exigent circumstances existed
Where a person was Observed unable t0 stand 0n his neighbor's porch and later found
incoherent and curled up in the fetal position).
In Heard, 158 Idaho 667. 350 P.3d 1044 (Ct. App. 2015), the Court found the
emergency situation exigency exception applied because the responding officer knew
that two hotel occupants had been arguing and saw through the doorway that one
person was unconscious in bed while the other was alert. He became concerned
because person was not waking up; in his experience, people d0 not usually ignore the
police. When he asked the other person t0 wake her up. she moved only slightly and
mumbled. seemed extremely groggy. leading the officer t0 reasonably believe she
might be injured 0r intoxicated.
In the case at bar, the officers had some information, albeit limited to a couple 0f
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individuals being treated for unusual symptoms, t0 support an objectively reasonable
premise there may be tainted marijuana being used 0r sold by Mr. Sessions. The officers
were within their investigatory powers and caretaker duties t0 g0 t0 the residence around
midnight t0 knock 0n the door. This was not a situation 0f police “creating” an exigency
when decided t0 g0 t0 the residence described by Mr. Miller.
While Det. Ogaard was in plain clothes, his knocking at the door and requesting
the Opportunity to speak t0 an occupant was not unlawful. A private citizen could have
knocked at the same door at midnight. Even if the detective failed t0 identify himself as a
police officer (and the woman who answered the door was unable t0 see the two
uniformed officers), that did not convert the encounter with the woman who opened the
door into a seizure. United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 555 (1980). The
occupants 0f the house could choose t0 respond 0r not respond t0 the knock. Florida v.
Royer, 460 U.S. 491, 497—498 (1983). If the occupant chooses t0 open the door and
speak with the officers, the occupant need not allow the officers t0 enter the premises and
may refuse t0 answer any questions at any time. Kentucky v. King, at 470. It is also
possible that an occupant may, after speaking with the officer, give consent for the officer
t0 enter. Therefore, the late night knock t0 talk by officers was not improper 0r unlawful.
The Court also finds the officers had probable cause for a search warrant based 0n
the testimony (although conflicting) that Sgt. Smith smelled fresh 0r raw marijuana and
Det. Ogaard smelled burning, burnt 0r raw marijuana. This is true even though the
officers did not testify that they could see any marijuana 0r paraphernalia from the porch
0r through the windows. However, probable cause for possession 0f marijuana does not
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equal exigent circumstances. Nor does the fact that it may take two t0 three hours t0
obtain a search warrant. Where there is time to secure a warrant, the exigent
circumstances exception does not apply. See Michigan v. Tyler, 436 U.S. 499, 509
(1978); State v Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 501,163 P.3d 1208, 1213 (Ct. App. 2007); State
v. Worthington, 138 Idaho 470, 472, 65 P.3d 21 1, 213 (Ct. App. 2002).
“Justification for a warrantless search hinges upon whether the intrusion was
objectively reasonable under the circumstances.” State v. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 501,
163 P.3d 1208, 1213 (Ct. App. 2007). Here, the Court finds the crossing 0fthe threshold
without permission 0f the woman opening the door and without any evidence 0f the
officers having received a report 0f someone in distress at that address, observing a
person in medical distress at the residence, being told there was a person in medical
distress 0r hearing anyone in distress made the warrantless intrusion objectively
unreasonable. The belief there was anyone in immediate and imminent harm after the
officers arrived, observed, and questioned the woman who answered the door, was not
objectively reasonable.
Stated another way, while the officers had an objectively reasonable theory t0 g0
t0 the residence, the smell of marijuana without more was insufficient t0 create an
exigent circumstance t0 enter without consent t0 check 0n the well-being 0f any other
possible occupants. Moreover, the officers testified they did not even discuss the
possibility 0f seeking a warrant When they realized they did not have any evidence 0f
immediate and imminent harm at the residence. Further, after the officers entered the
home, they did not follow normal protocol in conducting a protective sweep 0f the
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residence. Instead, they entered the residence and waited while Mr. Sessions came out 0f
bedroom and down the hall t0 talk with Det. Ogaard.
The officers’ response after only smelling marijuana was not appropriately tailored
to the scope 0f the alleged exigency. There were other lawful options available t0 the
officers after they determined they had probable cause for a search warrant for marijuana
(based 0n the odor they smelled from the door), but lacked any facts supporting an
emergency situation actually existed. Without anyone needing immediate medical
assistance, the officers could have decided t0 seek a warrant and remove all persons from
the residence While seeking the warrant t0 avoid the destruction 0f evidence.
Moreover, the actions 0f law enforcement cannot create the exigent circumstances.
Kentucky v. King, 563 U.S. 452 (201 1). The officers only had evidence ofa couple 0f
persons possibly being treated at the hospital and the officers did not know for a fact the
cause 0f Mr. Miller’s paralysis. The officers could not articulate a legitimate reason for
maintaining their original premise that there may be someone in the residence in actual
and immediate need 0f emergency medical services after the officers talked with the
woman at the door. Therefore, the officers’ actions 0f crossing the threshold based only
0n the odor 0f marijuana does not support a finding 0f exigent circumstances t0 allow a
warrantless search. The officers needed something more: hearing a person moaning 0r in
distress, observing from the window 0r the Open door a non-responsive person, being told
that someone was complaining 0f a symptom 0f paralysis, seeing someone smoking
marijuana believed t0 be tainted, etc. This case is clearly distinguishable from the other
appellate cases finding articulable facts to support an objectively reasonable belief
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someone was in immediate need 0f medical assistance. Simply smelling marijuana and
hearing a television 0n in the background is not sufficient t0 justify a warrantless search
and seizure. Additionally, there were n0 facts presented that Mr. Sessions 0r any other
person in the house was attempting t0 flee. Nor was there testimony by the officers they
could see any individuals attempting t0 destroy evidence 0f marijuana use and/or
marijuana.
The Court acknowledges law enforcement officers are often required t0 make split
second decisions. But the intrusion in this case was objectively unreasonable under the
circumstances. State v. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 501, 163 P.3d 1208, 1213 (Ct. App.
2007). The totality 0f the circumstances in this case does not support a decision t0
proceed with a warrantless search and seizure due to unsubstantiated emergency medical
needs. The Court must balance law enforcement’s caretaking duties which are in the
public’s interest With an individual’s right t0 personal security and privacy in their home
when n0 need for an intrusive welfare check is presented. While the Court understands
and appreciates the fact the officers were attempting to act to ensure the safety 0f
members 0f the community, without more evidence when the officers arrived 0f persons
in medical distress 0r the destruction 0f evidence 0r fleeing suspects, the officers cannot
lawfully enter a home without a warrant and claim exigent circumstances existed.
The State alternatively argued at the hearing the inevitable discovery doctrine is an
another exception that could also apply. The Court finds this doctrine is not applicable t0
the facts as the officers never attempted to secure the residence while they obtained a
search warrant. Because the Officers never started the process for a search warrant, the














argument that a search warrant could have been obtained t0 allow a lawful search is
unpersuasive and is a misapplication 0f the inevitable discovery doctrine. See Segura v.
United States, 468 U.S. 796 (1984) (warrantless search t0 secure residence and prevent
destruction 0f evidence while a warrant was being obtained was lawful).
CONCLUSTION
The State has failed t0 carry its burden t0 establish an exception to the Fourth
Amendment applies. Exigent circumstances did not exist at the residence after the
officers arrived and had n0 evidence (other than the smell 0f marijuana) to form an
objectively reasonable belief that anyone was in medical distress. Law enforcement
clearly had probable cause for a warrant based 0n the officers’ smell 0f marijuana in the
home. However, the time it takes t0 seek a warrant in the middle 0f the night does not
equal exigent circumstances. It may be inconvenient t0 seek a warrant in the middle of
the night, but the law allows procedures t0 secure the location for the time it takes to seek
a warrant. Additionally, the State conceded during its argument that officers normally
remove all persons from a house while they are waiting for a warrant if there is a risk of
evidence destruction and this was not attempted. This removal procedure while seeking a
warrant would have allowed the officers t0 llawfully achieve their goal 0f checking 0n the
residents when there were n0 objectively reasonable facts supporting anyone in the
residence was in immediate need 0f medical assistance. The State has also failed t0
establish other exigent circumstances such as the risk 0f destruction 0f evidence or
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Finally, there was n0 consent by the woman who answered the door which would have
allowed the officers t0 lawfully enter the residence.
The Supreme Court has consistently ruled a person’s home is entitled to the
highest level 0f privacy rights. Lawful warrantiess searches ofresidences can occur. But
in this case, the search and seimre was in violation of the United States and Idaho
Constitutions. The Court grants the Defendant’s motion t0 suppress all evidence and
statements made by Defendant during the search.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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TO: COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT,
TERRY S. RATLIFF, ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER’S OFFICE, 290 S. 2ND E.,
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647-3013 AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED
COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above-named appellant, State 0f Idaho, appeals against the above-named
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE, entered in the above-entitled action on the 18th day of June, 2018, the
NOTICE OF APPEAL ~ PAGE 1
82
Honorable Nancy A. Baskin presiding. A copy 0f the order being appealed is attached to this
notice.
2. Preliminary statement 0f the issue 0n appeal: Whether the district court erred
when it applied an incorrect exigent circumstances standard.
3. That the party has a right t0 appeal t0 the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant t0
Rule 11(c)(7), I.A.R.
4. The appellant requests a partial reporter’s transcript, to be provided in an
electronic copy, as follows:
March 6, 2018, hearing 0n motion t0 suppress evidence (Vanessa Star, reporter;
estimated number of pages unknown).
5. Appellant requests the normal clerk’s record pursuant t0 Rule 28, I.A.R.
6. T0 undersigned’s knowledge, no part 0f the record has been sealed.
7. I certify:
(a) That a copy 0f this notice 0f appeal is being served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
VANESSA GOSNEY
V osne adawebnet
(b) That arrangements have been made with the Elmore County Prosecuting
Attorney Who Will be responsible for paying for the reporter’s transcript;
(c) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the State of Idaho is the appellant (Idaho Code § 3 18212);
(d) That there is n0 appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal
case (I.A.R. 23(a)(8));














(e) That service is being made upon all parties required t0 be served pursuant
\
t0 Rule 20, I.A.R.
DATED this 30th day 0f July, 201 8.
KENNETH K. JORGE s 'N
Deputy Attorney Genéral
Attorney for the Appellant
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
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Pending before the Court in the above-entitled matter is Defendant Coleton
Sessions’ Motion t0 Suppress Evidence. The Court held an evidentiary hearing on the
motion and took the matter under advisement. The Court now issues its ruling granting
the motion.
BACKGROUND
Defendant seeks to suppress the evidence and statements made by Defendant
based 0n the police officers’ warrantless entry and search of Defendant’s home.
Defendant alleges the warrantless search and seizure violated the Fourth Amendment to
thc United States Constitution and Article I, Section 17 0f the Idaho Constitution. The
State argues the warrantless search was justified based 0n the exception for exigent












On August 19, 2016, at approximately 10:00 p.m., Patrol Sgt. Scott Smith 0fthe
Mountain Home Police Department (MHPD) responded t0 a call t0 find Stephen Miller
0n a lawn unable t0 move and requesting medical assistance. Sgt. Smith observed Mr.
Miller could talk and move his head, but did not seem t0 be able to move the rest of his
body. Mr. Miller indicated t0 the Sgt. Smith that he had been driving and suddenly he
became paralyzed. Mr. Miller stated he had consumed alcohol and marijuana prior t0 the
paralysis. Sgt. Smith testified this was not a normal response t0 use 0f alcohol 0r
marijuana based 0n his 10 years 0f law enforcement experience.
An ambulance was called and Mr. Miller was taken to the hospital. Mr. Miller
continued t0 be questioned and informed Sgt. Smith he had purchased marijuana from
Mr. Sessions and gave the location 0f the residence where he had purchased the
marijuana. At that time, Sgt. Smith did not know if the location was Mr. Sessions’
residence. Sgt. Smith suspected the marijuana was the cause Ofthe paralysis in Mr.
Miller‘ Sgt. Smith spoke to other officers to see if there was a pattern 0f paralysis being
reported and/or investigated. Sgt. Smith testified he was advised a couple of people had
ended up in the hospital.
Sgt. Smith contacted Detective Ogaard who was in charge of narcotics
investigations for Mountain Home. After collaborating with the other Officers, Sgt.
Smith, Officer Hurly and Det. Ogaard went to the address provided by Mr. Miller. It was
approximately midnight 0n August 20, 2016, when officers arrived and knocked 0n the
front door. Sgt. Smith and Officer Hurley were wearing police uniforms and Det. Ogaard
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was in plain clothes. Det. Ogaard knocked 0n the door and a woman answered the door.
Sgt. Smith testified the woman who answered the door did not give consent for the
officers t0 enter the residence.
Sgt. Smith testified he could smell a strong odor of fresh marijuana. Sgt. Smith
testified the officers did not discuss getting a warrant, but entered the house. Sgt. Smith
testified his concern was because of the smell there may be somebody who had consumed
the suspected tainted marijuana and might need some help. Once inside the house Sgt.
Smith testified he Observed drug paraphernalia in the living room. N0 one was smoking
marijuana When Sgt. Smith entered the residence.
Det. Ogaard testified he had 20 years 0f law enforcement experience with the last
8 years spent with the MHPD. He was assigned to the Special Investigations Unit which
was responsible for narcotics investigations. Det. Ogaard was called t0 the hospital
regarding Mr. Miller complaining 0f paralysis after ingesting marijuana. Det. Ogaard
testified the paralysis from marijuana was not typical and he had never seen such a
symptom before. Det. Ogaard led the investigation and determined the officers would do
a knock and talk at the residence provided by Mr. Miller. He testified he wanted to make
sure he had the correct residence and to make sure there was no one else suffering the
same medical distress as Mr. Miller.
Det. Ogaard stated as soon as the door was opened, he could smell the odor 0f
“burning, burnt, 0r raw” marijuana. Det. Ogaard said the smell of marijuana gave him
probable cause for a search and he was concerned about the health of anyone inside. Det.
Ogaard clarified the smell 0f the marijuana gave him probable cause t0 apply for a search













warrant, not t0 enter the house. But he did not apply for a search warrant. Det, Ogaard
stated it can take from 2-3 hours to get a warrant. Det. Ogaard testified he was concerned
about his law enforcement role as a caretaker t0 make sure everyone in the residence was
okay. He felt it was important t0 contact anybody else who might be in the house.
Det. Ogaard testified that he stepped into the residence without consent and asked
the woman if the homeowner or residence was available and specifically asked for Mr.
Sessions. Inside the house, Det. Ogaard observed drug paraphernalia normally associated
with marijuana use 0n the kitchen table. Det.Ogaard also asked the woman about
weapons and her answer led him t0 believe there may have been weapons in the home.
Even with this concern, Det. Ogaard testified n0 protective sweep 0f the residence was
performed when the officers entered the home. Nor was a sweep performed to see if
anyone was in physical distress. Instead, Mr. Sessions came from the hall and talked with
Det. Ogaard without a sweep 0f the residence. After conversing with Mr. Sessions, the
residence was searched and marijuana was located. The marijuana tested presumptively
positive for being marijuana. N0 one was found to be in medical distress in the residence.
It is also important t0 note the subject matter of testimony that was not provided at
the evidentiary hearing. There was no testimony that any 0f the three Officers observed 0r
heard from the door or a window anyone in medical distress at the residence. There was
n0 testimony by any 0f the responding Officers indicating that the woman who answered
the door indicated 0r suggested in any way that anyone at the residence was in immediate
need 0f medical care 0r was in medical distress.

















The Fourth Amendment 0f the United States Constitution provides “[t]he right 0f
the people t0 be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures . . . .” U.S. Const. Amend IV. This protection extends t0 the states
via Due Process clause 0f the Fourteenth Amendment. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 654-
55 ( 1961). “Article I, Section 17 ofthe Idaho Constitution nearly identically guarantees
that ‘[t]he right 0f the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects
against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated.” State v. Green, 158
Idaho 884, 886, 354 P.3d 446, 448 (2015).
Evidence obtained in Violation 0f the Fourth Amendment is subject to the
exclusionary rule that requires the evidence obtained be excluded from trial. State v.
Cohagan, 162 Idaho 717, 720, 404 P.3d 659, 662 (2017). This includes both primary
evidence obtained as a direct result of an illegal search or seizure as well as secondary
evidence found t0 be derivatively discovered as a result of the illegal search 0r seizure.
1d. (citations omitted). The secondary evidence is often referred t0 as the “fruit 0f the
poisonous tree.” Id. (citaitions omitted).
“[S]earches and seizure inside a home without a warrant are presumptively
unreasonable.” Brigham City v. Stuart, 547 U.S. 398, 403 (2006). There are, however,
recognized exceptions t0 the exclusionary rule. In this case, the exception at issue is the
exigent circumstances exception. This exception is applicable when “‘the exigencies 0f
the situation’ make the needs of law enforcement so compslling that [a] warrantless
search is objectively reasonable under the Fourth Amendment.” Kentucky v. King, 563
U.S. 452, 460 (201 1). Stated another way, “[a]bsent exigent circumstances, that threshold
















[of one’s home] may not reasonably be crossed without a warrant.” Payton v.New York,
445 U.S. 573, 590 (1980).
The Supreme Court has articulated several types 0f exigencies that may justify a
warrantiess search a home: (1) emergency aid exception as discussed in Brigham City
(“officers may enter a home without a warrant t0 render emergency assistance t0 an
injured occupant 0r t0 protect an occupant from imminent injury”); (2) officers in hot
pursuit ofa fleeing suspect (United States v. Santana, 427 U.S. 38, 42-43 (1976)); (3) t0
prevent imminent destruction of evidence (Brigham City 547 U.S. at 403); and (4)
securing a residence while seeking a warrant to prevent fleeing or destruction of evidence
(Segura v. United States, 468 U.S. 796 (1984). The Supreme Court has also held the
exigent circumstances rule applies as long as the police do not gain entry into a home by
means of an actual 0r threatened violation 0f the Fourth Amendment. Kentucky v. King,
563 U.S. at 469.
Because this was a warrantiess search and seizure, the State carries the burden 0f
establishing an exception applies. In determining whether the officers in this case faced
an emergency that justified their acting without a warrant, the Court must consider the
totality 0f the circumstances. “Any warrantless entry based 0n exigent circumstances
must, 0f course, be supported by a genuine exigency.
“ Kentucky v. King, at 470 (citing
Bingham City at 406).
Idaho appellate court have recognized the need ['0 protect its citizens as 2'1
proper application of the exigency exception. "The need t0 protect or preserve life or
avoid serious injury is also justification for what would be otherwise illegal absent an
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exigency 0r emergency." Stare v. Smith. 159 Idaho 865. 367 P.3d 260. 264 (Ct. App.
2016). ""l"he test for application of‘this warrant exception is whether the facts as then
known t0 the officers. and the reasonable inferences drawn therefrom, warrant a man 0f
reasonable caution in the belief that the action taken was appropriate." Id. "This is an
objective test. and it should bc applied t0 the facts as known t0 thc officers at the time
0f the warranlless entry." 1d. "While courts must scrutinize a claim of emergency to
ensure that it is not a pretext for entries and searches that otherwise fall under the
warrant requirement. courts should avoid sccond-guessing police decisions made in
legitimate beliefthat life is at stake." ld‘
The Idaho appellate courts have found that an exigent Circumstance arising from
imminent harm exists when there axe facts available from which an officer could
reasonably believe that a person’s life 0r health are in immediate danger and immediate
assistance is required to prevent 0r ameliorate such danger.
In Smith the police responded t0 a report from a juvenile probation officer
indicating that the defendant might have been harboring a minor runaway in or
underneath a shed. The defendant was subject t0 a no-contact order concerning the
minor. When the officers arrived at the shed, they "heard a commotion inside the shed
that sounded like foot movement and furniture being moved." The defendant and
another man came outside t0 speak with tho officers. At some point later‘ the officers
went inside the shed with defendant and followed his instructions t0 remove the
floorboards and secure the minor. Court concluded that danger justified exigency
because the defendant had a no-ccmtact order with the minon the officers heard
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noises inside. and defendant admitted that she was in the shed. Thus. based on what the
officers knew at the time. they had a reasonable beliefthat the minor might have been in
danger.
The CourT 0f Appeals has ”recognized that unconsciousness 0r
unresponsiveness. along with factors tending to indicate distress. may amount 1'0
exigent circumstances.” Stare v. Heard, 158 Idaho 667, 669. 350 P.3d 1044. 1046 (Ct.
App. 2015) (citing State v. Bower. 135 Idaho 554, '57« '9, 21 P.3d 491., 494—96 (Ct.
App. 2001) (holding that exigent Circumstances existed where a young child was found
unattended in a hotel parking lot. crying about something being wrong with her father.
who turned out 10 be unconscious in a hotel room Shower): Slate v. Barrett. 138 Idaho
290, 292. 62 P.3d 214, 216 (Ct. App. 2003) (holding that exigent circumstances existed
where a person was observed unable t0 stand 0n his neighbor's porch and later found
incoherent and curled up in the fetal position).
In Heard, 158 Idaho 667. 350 P.3d 1044 (Ct. App. 2015'), the Court found the
emergency situation exigency exception applied because the responding officer knew
that two hotel occupants had been arguing and saw through the doorway that one
person was unconscious in bed while the other was alert. He became concerned
because person was not waking up; in his experience, people d0 not usually ignore the
police. When he asked the other person to wake her up. she moved only slightly and
mumbled. seemed extremely groggy. leading the officer t0 reasonably believe she
might be injured 0r intoxicated.
In the case at bar, the officers had some information, albeit limited to a couple 0f
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individuals being treated for unusual symptoms, t0 support an objectively reasonable
premise there may be tainted marijuana being used 0r sold by Mr. Sessions. The officers
were within their investigatory powers and caretaker duties t0 go to the residence around
midnight t0 knock 0n the door. This was not a situation ofpolice “creating” an exigency
when decided t0 go t0 the residence described by Mr. Miller.
While Det. Ogaard was in plain clothes, his knocking at the door and requesting
the opportunity t0 speak t0 an occupant was not unlawful. A private citizen could have
knocked at the same door at midnight. Even if the detective failed to identify himselfas a
police officer (and the woman who answered the door was unable t0 see the two
uniformed officers), that did not convert the encounter with the woman who opened the
door into a seizure. United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 555 (1980). The
occupants ofthe house could choose t0 respond 0r not respond to the knock. Florida v.
Royer, 460 U.S. 491, 497-498 (1983). Ifthe occupant chooses to Open the door and
speak with the officers, the occupant need not allow the officers t0 enter the premises and
may refuse t0 answer any questions at any time. Kentucky v. King, at 470. It is also
possible that an occupant may, after speaking With the officer, give consent for the officer
to enter. Therefore, the late night knock t0 talk by officers was not improper 0r unlawful.
The Court also finds the officers had probable cause for a search warrant based 0n
the testimony (although conflicting) that Sgt. Smith smelled fresh or raw marijuana and
Det. Ogaard smelled burning, burnt 0r raw marijuana. This is true even though the
officers did not testify that they could see any marijuana 0r paraphernalia from the porch
0r through the windows. However, probable cause for possession 0f marijuana does not
ORDER ~ Page 9
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equal exigent circumstances. Nor does the fact that it may take two t0 three hours t0
obtain a search warrant. Where there is time to secure a warrant, the exigent
circumstances exception does not apply. See Michigan v. Tyler, 436 U.S. 499, 509
(1978); State v Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 501,163 P.3d 1208, 1213 (Ct. App. 2007); State
v. Worthington, 138 Idaho 470, 472, 65 P.3d 21 1, 213 (Ct. App. 2002).
“Justification for a warrantless search hinges upon whether the intrusion was
objectively reasonable under the circumstances.” State v. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 501,
163 P.3d 1208, 1213 (Ct. App. 2007). Here, the Court finds the crossing 0fthe threshold
without permission of the woman opening the door and without any evidence of the
officers having received a report 0f someone in distress at that address, observing a
person in medical distress at the residence, being told there was a person in medical
distress 0r hearing anyone in distress made the warrantless intrusion objectively
unreasonable. The belief there was anyone in immediate and imminent harm after the
officers arrived, observed, and questioned the woman who answered the door, was not
objectively reasonable.
Stated another way, while the officers had an objectively reasonable theory t0 go
t0 the residence, the smell of marijuana without more was insufficient to create an
exigent Circumstance t0 enter without consent to check 0n the well—being 0f any other
possible occupants. Moreover, the officers testified they did not even discuss the
possibility of seeking a warrant when they realized they did not have any evidence of
immediate and imminent harm at the residence. Further, after the officers entered the
home, they did not follow normal protocol in conducting a protective sweep 0f the
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residence. Instead, they entered the residence and waited while Mr. Sessions came out of
bedroom and down the hall to talk with Det. Ogaard.
The officers’ response after only smelling marijuana was not appropriately tailored
t0 the scope ofthe alleged exigency. There were other lawful options available t0 the
officers after they determined they had probable cause for a search warrant for marijuana
(based on thc odor they smelled from the door), but lacked any facts supporting an
emergency situation actually existed. Without anyone needing immediate medical
assistance, the officers could have decided to seek a warrant and remove all persons from
the residence while seeking the warrant t0 avoid the destruction 0f evidence.
Moreover, the actions 0f law enforcement cannot create the exigent circumstances.
Kentucky v. King, 563 U.S. 452 (201 1). The officers only had evidence of a couple of
persons possibly being treated at the hospital and the officers did not know for a fact the
cause 0f Mr. Miller’s paralysis. The officers could not articulate a legitimate reason for
maintaining their original premise that there may be someone in the residence in actual
and immediate need 0f emergency medical services after the officers talked with the
woman at the door. Therefore, the officers’ actions 0f crossing the threshold based only
on the odor 0f marijuana does not support a finding of exigent circumstances t0 allow a
warrantless search. The officers needed something more: hearing a person moaning 0r in
distress, observing from the window or the open door a non-responsive person, being told
that someone was complaining of a symptom 0f paralysis, seeing someone smoking
marijuana believed to be tainted, etc. This case is clearly distinguishable from the other
appellate cases finding articulable facts to support an objectively reasonable belief















someone was in immediate need 0f medical assistance. Simply smelling marijuana and
hearing a television 0n in the background is not sufficient t0 justify a warrantless search
and seizure. Additionally, there were n0 facts presented that Mr. Sessions 0r any other
person in the house was attempting to flee. Nor was there testimony by the officers they
could see any individuals attempting t0 destroy evidence 0f marijuana use and/or
marijuana.
The Court acknowledges law enforcement officers are Often required to make split
second decisions. But the intrusion in this case was objectively unreasonable under the
Circumstances. Stale v. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 501, 163 P.3d 1208, 1213 (Ct. App.
2007). The totality 0f the circumstances in this case does not support a decision to
proceed with a warrantless search and seizure due t0 unsubstantiated emergency medical
needs. The Court must balance law enforcement’s caretaking duties which are in the
public’s interest with an individual’s right to personal security and privacy in their home
when n0 need for an intrusive welfare check is presented. While the Court understands
and appreciates the fact the officers were attempting t0 act to ensure the safety 0f
members 0f the community, without more evidence when the officers arrived 0f persons
in medical distress 0r the destruction of evidence 0r fleeing suspects, the officers cannot
lawfully enter a home without a warrant and claim exigent circumstances existed.
The State alternatively argued at the hearing the inevitable discovery doctrine is an
another exception that could also apply. The Court finds this doctrine is not applicable t0
the facts as the officers never attempted to secure the residence while they obtained a
search warrant. Because the officers never started the process for a search warrant, the













argument that a search warrant could have been obtained t0 allow a lawful search is
unpersuasive and is a misapplication of the inevitable discovery doctrine. See Segura v.
United States, 468 U.S. 796 (1984) (warrantless search t0 secure residence and prevent
destruction of evidence while a warrant was being obtained was lawful).
CONCLUSTION
The State has failed t0 carry its burden t0 establish an exception to the Fourth
Amendment applies. Exigent circumstances did not exist at the residence after the
officers arrived and had no evidence (other than the smell of marijuana) t0 form an
objectively reasonable belief that anyone was in medical distress. Law enforcement
clearly had probable cause for a warrant based 0n the officers’ smell 0f marijuana in the
home. However, the time it takes t0 seek a warrant in the middle 0f the night does not
equal exigent circumstances. It may be inconvenient t0 seek a warrant in the middle of
the night, but the law allows procedures t0 secure the location for the time it takes to seek
a warrant. Additionally, the State conceded during its argument that officers normally
remove all persons from a house while they are waiting for a warrant if there is a risk of
evidence destruction and this was not attempted. This removal procedure while seeking a
warrant would have allowed the officers t0 l‘awfully achieve their goal 0f checking 0n the
residents when there were r10 objectively reasonable facts supporting anyone in the
residence was in immediate need ofmedical assistance. The State has also failed to
establish other exigent circumstances such as the risk 0f destruction 0f evidence 0r
fleeing suspects. Mr. Sessions stayed in thé residence and cooperated with the officers.












Finally, there was no consent by the woman who answered the door which would have
allowed the officers t0 lawfully enter the residence.
The Supreme Court has consistently ruled a person’s home is entitled to the
highest level of privacy rights. Lawful warrantless searches ofresidences can occur. But
in this case, the search and seizure was in Violation of the United States and Idaho
Constitutions. The Court grants the Defendant’s motion to suppress all evidence and
statements made by Defendant during the search.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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COMES NOW the Defendant, COLETON MYERS SESSIONS, by and through his
attorney, TERRY S. RATLIFF 0f Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves this Court for its
Order pursuant t0 Idaho Code §19-867, et seq, and Rule 13(c)(9) and Rule 45.1, appointing the
State Appellate Public Defender‘s Office t0 represent the above-named Defendant-Respondent in
all further appellate proceedings and allowing trial counsel for Defendant to withdraw as counsel
0f record.
This motion is brought 0n the ground and for the reason that the Defendant—Respondent is
currently being represented by this Counsel and Office, as Public Defender in and for the County
0f Elmore, and the State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent the
Defendant-Respondent in all felony appellate proceedings.
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Further, it is in the interest of justice for that Office to represent the Defendant-
Respondent in this case since the Defendant-Respondent is indigent, and any further proceedings
in this case will be at the appellate level.
DATED: 8/1/2018.
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD.
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The Coult having reviewed the Defendant—Respondent’s Motion for Appointment 0f
State Appellate Public Defender and Defendant-Respondent being indigent, and good cause
appearing;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Eric D. Fredericksen of the State’s Appellate Public
Defender’s Office is hereby appointed as Counsel for the Defendant-Respondent and Terry S.
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